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Chapter 2

Ghost circles in lattice
Aubry-Mather theory

Abstract
Monotone lattice recurrence relations such as the Frenkel-Kontorova lattice, arise in
Hamiltonian lattice mechanics, as models for ferromagnetism and as discretization of
elliptic PDEs. Mathematically, they are a multi-dimensional counterpart of monotone
twist maps.

Such recurrence relations often admit a variational structure, so that the solutions
x : Zd ! R are the stationary points of a formal action function W (x). Given any
rotation vector ! " Rd, classical Aubry-Mather theory establishes the existence of a
large collection of solutions of #W (x) = 0 of rotation vector !. For irrational !, this
is the well-known Aubry-Mather set. It consists of global minimizers and it may have
gaps.

In this chapter, we study the parabolic gradient flow dx
dt = $#W (x) and we will

prove that every Aubry-Mather set can be interpolated by a continuous gradient-flow
invariant family, the so-called ‘ghost circle’. The existence of these ghost circles is
known in dimension d = 1, for rational rotation vectors and Morse action functions.
The main technical result of this chapter is therefore a compactness theorem for
lattice ghost circles, based on a parabolic Harnack inequality for the gradient flow.
This implies the existence of lattice ghost circles of arbitrary rotation vectors and for
arbitrary actions.

As a consequence, we can give a simple proof of the fact that when an Aubry-
Mather set has a gap, then this gap must be filled with minimizers, or contain a
non-minimizing solution.
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2.1 Introduction and outline
In this chapter we are interested in variational monotone lattice recurrence relations.
Before introducing such recurrence relations in full generality, let us discuss as an
example the so-called d-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova lattice1. Here, the goal is to
find a d-dimensional “lattice configuration” x : Zd ! R that satisfies

V !(xi)$ (!x)i = 0 for all i " Zd. (2.1.1)

In the equation above, the smooth function V : R ! R satisfies V (" + 1) = V (")
for all " " R. It has the interpretation of a periodic onsite potential. Setting ||i|| :=!d

k=1 |ik|, the discrete Laplace operator ! : RZd ! RZd

is defined as

(!x)i :=
1

2d

"

||j"i||=1

(xj $ xi) for all i " Zd. (2.1.2)

One could think of equation (2.1.1) as a naive discretization of the nonlinear elliptic
partial di!erential equation V !(u)$!u = 0 for a function u : Rd ! R and xi = u(i).

At the same time, equation (2.1.1) is relevant for statistical mechanics, because it
is related to the Frenkel-Kontorova Hamiltonian lattice di!erential equation

d2xi

dt2
+ V !(xi)$ (!x)i = 0 for all i " Zd. (2.1.3)

This di!erential equation describes the motion of particles under the competing influ-
ence of an onsite periodic potential field and nearest neighbor attraction. Obviously,
equation (2.1.1) describes its stationary solutions.

Finally, in dimension d = 1, the solutions of equation (2.1.1) correspond to orbits
of the famous Chirikov standard map TV of the annulus. This correspondence is ex-
plained in some detail in section 1.3.

The Frenkel-Kontorova problem (2.1.1) is an example from a quite general class of
lattice recurrence relations to which the results of this chapter apply. These are recur-
rence relations for which there exists, for every j " Zd, a real-valued “local potential”
function Sj : RZd ! R so that the relation can be written in the form

"

j#Zd

#iSj(x) = 0 for all i " Zd. (2.1.4)

It turns out that for the Frenkel-Kontorova problem (2.1.1), such local potentials exist
and it is easy to check that they are given by

Sj(x) := V (xj) +
1

8d

"

||k"j||=1

(xk $ xj)
2. (2.1.5)

1Compare with section 1.2

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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For the general problem (2.1.4), the functions Sj(x) will be required to satisfy some
rather restrictive hypotheses that will be explained in detail in section 2.2. Physically,
the most important of these hypotheses is the monotonicity condition. It is a discrete
analogue of ellipticity for a PDE. Among the more technical hypotheses is one that
guarantees that the sums in expression (2.1.4) are finite. For the purpose of this in-
troduction, it probably su"ces to say that the potentials (2.1.5) of Frenkel-Kontorova
are prototypical for the Sj(x) that we have in mind.

It is important to observe that the solutions of (2.1.4) are precisely the stationary
points of the formal sum

W (x) :=
"

j#Zd

Sj(x). (2.1.6)

This follows because di!erentiation of (2.1.6) with respect to xi produces exactly
equation (2.1.4) and it explains why solutions to (2.1.4) are sometimes called statio-
nary configurations.

In the case that the periodic onsite potential V (") vanishes, the Frenkel-Kontorova
equation (2.1.1) reduces to the discrete Laplace equation !x = 0, for which it is easy
to point out solutions. For instance, when " " R is an arbitrary number and ! " Rd

is an arbitrary vector, then the linear functions x!," : Zd ! R defined by

x!,"
i := " + %!, i&

obviously satisfy !x = 0. It moreover turns out that the x!," are action-minimizers,
in the sense that for every finite subset B ' Zd and every y : Zd ! R with support
in B, it holds that "

j#Zd

#
Sj(x

!," + y)$ Sj(x
!,")

$
( 0 .

Note that this sum is actually finite and can be interpreted as W (x!,"+y)$W (x!,").

Definition 2.1.1. Let x : Zd ! R be a d-dimensional configuration. We say that
! " Rd is the rotation vector of x if for all i " Zd, the limit

lim
n$%

xni

n
exists and is equal to %!, i&.

Clearly, the rotation vector of x!," is equal to !. On the other hand, in dimension
d )= 1, a solution to (2.1.1) does not necessarily have a rotation vector. An example is
the hyperbolic configuration xh defined by xh

i = i1i2 · · · id"1id which solves !x = 0.

In Aubry-Mather theory, one is interested, among others, in answering the following
questions: given a collection of local potentials Sj(x) satisfying the assumptions of
section 2.2, a number " " R and a vector ! " Rd, does there always exist a solution
x to equation (2.1.4) with rotation vector ! and initial condition x0 = "? And if so,
what is the structure of the solution set?

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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A rather complete answer to these questions is known. It turns out that solutions
to (2.1.4) of all rotation vectors ! " Rd exist. For example, it was shown by Bangert
[12], that when ! " Rd\Qd is irrational, then there exists a unique nonempty collec-
tion of “recurrent” action-minimizers of rotation vector !. This is the Aubry-Mather
set of rotation vector !. It is totally ordered, but may contain “gaps”. That is, given
an arbitrary " " R, it may happen that the Aubry-Mather set of rotation vector !
does not contain any configuration x satisfying the initial condition x0 = ". It is
known that in this case, the Aubry-Mather set is actually a Cantor set.

The basics of this classical theory will be reviewed in sections 2.3 and 2.4 of this
chapter. In section 2.3, we will study Birkho! configurations, examples of which are
the action-minimizing configurations of the Aubry-Mather sets. In section 2.3.2, we
will moreover prove some new results for d-dimensional periodic Birkho! configura-
tions. In section 2.4, we will examine minimizing configurations and for completeness,
we will reprove the classical result that global minimizers of every rotation vector exist
and we will examine the properties of the Aubry-Mather set.

To investigate the existence of stationary configurations in the gaps of the Aubry-
Mather sets, we propose to study the gradient flow of the formal action function, i.e.
the flow of the di!erential equation

dx

dt
= $#W (x) .

It was shown by Golé [35] that this flow is well-defined on a suitable subspace X ' RZd

of configurations that contains all Birkho! configurations. We will prove some reg-
ularity results for the gradient flow in section 2.5 and we will discuss some of its
qualitative properties in section 2.6. The most notable of these is a strong monotoni-
city property or strong parabolic comparison principle, see theorem 2.6.2.

The principal goal of this chapter is then to prove the existence of a continuous one-
dimensional gradient-flow invariant family of configurations that contains the Aubry-
Mather set of rotation vector !. Such an interpolating family will be called a ghost
circle and denoted "! ' RZd

. The precise definition of a ghost circle is given in
section 2.7.

Ghost circles were already constructed for twist maps by Golé [36]. Hence, they
are well-known to exist in dimension d = 1. Golé starts his construction by assuming
that ! = q

p " Q is rational and that an appropriate periodic action function Wp,q(x)
is a Morse function. Under these assumptions, the existence of a periodic ghost circle
follows from a combination of topological arguments and the parabolic comparison
principle of the gradient flow. In section 2.8.2, we will imitate the construction of
these periodic Morse ghost circles in dimension d )= 1. Each of these periodic ghost
circles contains at least one global minimizer.

Our first main result is contained in section 2.8.1. It generalizes results of Golé
[37] on twist maps and it roughly states that for every rational ! " Qd and for every
collection of potentials Sj(x), one can find arbitrarily small perturbations of the Sj(x)
that turn the periodic action Wp,q(x) into a Morse function. This statement is non-
trivial in dimension d )= 1 and it holds because of group theoretic reasons that will

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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explained in section 2.3.2.
The most important technical result of this chapter is nevertheless a compactness

theorem for ghost circles. It is presented in section 2.9. It says that when the rotation
vectors !n converge to a rotation vector !% and the local potentials Sn

j converge to
potentials S%

j and there exist ghost circles "n for the potentials Sn
j of rotation vec-

tor !n, then there is a ghost circle "% for the potentials S%
j of rotation vector !%.

Moreover, a subsequence of the "n actually converges to "% in a sense to be made
precise. Together, all of the above shows that there are ghost circles of every rotation
vector and for arbitrary potentials. Again, they contain at least one minimizer and
hence the entire Aubry-Mather set of rotation vector !.

A similar compactness result was proved by Golé, see [37], for twist maps. The
proof of this “monotone convergence theorem for ghost circles” relies on the fact that
over time, two di!erent solutions of the gradient flow must decrease their number of
intersections. Hence, this proof is purely one-dimensional. Our proof, on the other
hand, only depends on a quantitative version of the parabolic comparison principle,
a so-called Harnack inequality. This inequality is stated and proved in theorem 2.6.4.

As a consequence, we show in section 2.10 that when the Aubry-Mather set is a
Cantor set, then its gaps must either be completely foliated by minimizers, or contain
at least one non-minimizing solution to (2.1.4).

2.2 Problem setup
Let us at this point introduce the generalized Frenkel-Kontorova lattice recurrence
relations that we want to consider in this chapter.

As was discussed before, we will assume that for all j " Zd there is a function Sj

that assigns a real value to every d-dimensional configuration:

Sj : RZd

! R .

These functions are required to have the conditions A-E described below and are
called local potentials.

To formulate the first condition, let us assume that a finite subset B ' Zd and an
m ( 0 times continuously di!erentiable function s : RB ! R are given. Then we can
define a function S : RZd ! R by setting S(x) := s(x|B). This is just a way of saying
that S depends only on the finitely many variables xi for which i " B.

Such an S has some convenient properties, most notably that it is continuous
in the topology of pointwise convergence: if xn, x% " RZd

and limn$% xn = x%

pointwise, then obviously also limn$% S(xn) = S(x%).
Moreover, it makes sense to speak of the partial derivatives of the function S: if

j1, . . . , jk " Zd, with 0 * k * m, is a collection of lattice points, then the partial
derivative #j1,...,jkS : RZd ! R can simply be defined as

#j1,...,jkS(x) :=

%
(#j1,...,jks)(x|B) if j1, . . . , jk " B,
0 otherwise.

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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These partial derivatives are also continuous with respect to pointwise convergence.
Finally, we recall the definition ||i|| :=

!d
k=1 |ik|, for i " Zd, and define Br

j :=

{k " Zd | ||k $ j|| * r}.
With all this in mind, we can formulate our first condition.

A. The functions Sj are twice continuously di!erentiable and of finite range. That
is, there is an 0 < r < + and for every j " Zd there is a twice continuously
di!erentiable function sj : RBr

j ! R such that Sj(x) = sj(x|Br
j
).

In other words, the function Sj depends only on the finitely many variables xk with
||k $ j|| * r. Hence, Sj(x) has the interpretation of the “local energy” of the config-
uration x at lattice site j and we think of r as the finite range of the interaction.

To formulate condition B, it is convenient to introduce an action of Zd,Z on RZd

by “shifts”:

Definition 2.2.1. Let k " Zd and l " Z. Then the shift operator $k,l : RZd ! RZd

is
defined by

($k,lx)i := xi+k + l .

Clearly, the graph of $k,lx, viewed as a subset of Zd , R, is obtained by shifting the
graph of x over the integer vector ($k, l). This explains why the $k,l are called shift
operators.

B. The functions Sj are shift-invariant: Sj($k,lx) = Sj+k(x) for all j, k and l.

In fact, invariance of the Sj under $0,1 just means that Sj(x) = Sj(x + 1Zd) for all
j, which means that Sj descends to a function on RZd

/Z. Invariance of the Sj under
the shifts $k,0 expresses the maximal spatial homogeneity of the local potentials. In
fact, once one of the Sj is given, for instance S0, then all the others are determined.

The next condition ensures the growth of the Sj at infinity:

C. The functions Sj are bounded from below and coercive in the following sense:
for all k with ||k $ j|| = 1,

lim
|xk"xj |$%

Sj(x) = + .

Condition C says that every function x -! Sj(x) is as coercive as it can possibly be
under the restriction that it satisfies the periodicity condition Sj($0,1x) = Sj(x).

The following condition D is the most essential one:

D. The functions Sj satisfy the so-called monotonicity condition:

#i,kSj * 0 for all j and all i )= k,while #i,kSi < 0 for all ||i$ k|| = 1 .

Condition D is also called a twist condition or ferromagnetic condition. It says that
all mixed derivatives of the local potentials are non-positive, while some of them are
strictly negative.

For technical reasons we will also assume:

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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E. The Sj have uniformly bounded second derivatives: there is a constant C such
that

|#i,kSj | * C for all i, j, k.

As in section 2.1, we can now look for stationary configurations corresponding to these
potentials.

Definition 2.2.2. A configuration x : Zd ! R is called a stationary point for the local
potentials Sj if for every finite subset B ' Zd and every configuration y with support
in its r-interior B̊(r) := {i " B | Br

i ' B}, it holds that

d

d%

&&&&
#=0

WB(x+ %y) = 0,

where WB : RZd ! R is defined as

WB(x) :=
"

j#B

Sj(x). (2.2.7)

In fact, by di!erentiating WB with respect to an xi with i " B̊(r), one obtains that
x is a stationary point for the Sj if and only if it satisfies the variational monotone
recurrence relation

"

||j"i||&r

#iSj(x) = 0 for all i " Zd. (2.2.8)

The goal of this chapter is to find solutions of (2.2.8) and while doing so, we will
exploit the variational principle that underlies it.

By the way, (2.2.8) is called monotone because condition C guarantees that the
derivative of the left hand side of (2.2.8) with respect to any of the xk with k )= i, is
non-positive, while it is strictly negative if ||k $ i|| = 1.

Definition 2.2.2 moreover inspires the definition of a special type of solutions to
(2.2.8):

Definition 2.2.3. A configuration x : Zd ! R is called a global minimizer or ground
state for the potentials Sj if for every finite subset B ' Zd and every y : Zd ! R with
support in B̊(r),

WB(x+ y)$WB(x) =
"

j#Zd

(Sj(x+ y)$ Sj(x)) ( 0 .

Clearly, global minimizers are automatically stationary and hence satisfy the recur-
rence relation (2.2.8).

Example 2.2.4. It is easy to check that the Frenkel-Kontorova potentials given in
(2.1.5) satisfy conditions A-E. In fact, the range of interaction is r = 1, and #j,kSj =
$ 1

4d for ||j $ k|| = 1.
In the particular case that V (") . 0 all solutions of (2.1.1) are actually global

minimizers. This follows because every y -! WB(x+ y) is strictly convex if V (") . 0
and hence only has one stationary point, which is minimizing.

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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2.3 Spaces of configurations
In this section, we introduce certain spaces of configurations that are often en-
countered in classical Aubry-Mather theory. We will moreover study some of their
properties. Most of the definitions and results in this section are standard, but to the
best of our knowledge lemma 2.3.10 and theorem 2.3.12 in section 2.3.2 are new. We
start by recalling the following definition:

Definition 2.3.1. Let x : Zd ! R be a d-dimensional configuration. We say that
! = !(x) " Rd is the rotation vector of x if for all i " Zd, the limit

lim
n$%

xni

n
exists and is equal to %!, i&.

The space of configurations with rotation vector ! is denoted

X! := {x : Zd ! R | !(x) = !} .

2.3.1 Birkho! configurations
We will now introduce the concept of a well-ordered lattice configuration.

Definition 2.3.2. On the configuration space RZd

we define the relations *, < and /
by

• x * y if xi * yi for every i " Zd.

• x < y if x * y, but x )= y.

• x / y if xi < yi for every i " Zd.

Similarly for (, > and 0.

Recall the definition of the shift operators $k,l : RZd ! RZd

. The partial orderings
defined above, now allow us to make the following definition, as in for instance [18]
and [43].

Definition 2.3.3. A configuration x " RZd

is called a Birkho! configuration or a well-
ordered configuration, if for all k " Zd and l " Z,

either $k.lx ( x or $k,lx * x. (2.3.9)

Definition 2.3.3 says that the graph of a Birkho! configuration x does not cross any of
its integer translates. The space of Birkho! configurations will be denoted B ' RZd

and it inherits the topology of pointwise convergence. Birkho! configurations will
play an essential role in the remainder of this chapter. Birkho! configurations of
every rotation vector exist: for every ! " Rd the linear configuration x! defined by
x!
i := %!, i& is an example.

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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Remark 2.3.4. When h : R/Z ! R/Z is an orientation preserving circle homeo-
morphism, then it admits a lift to a strictly increasing map H : R ! R that satisfies
H(" + 1) = H(") + 1 and H(")mod 1 = h("mod 1).

Let us now denote by x(") : Z ! R the H-orbit of " " R, defined by x(")i := Hi(").
Then it is clear that for "1, "2 " R with "1 < "2, one has that x("1) / x("2). In turn
this implies that each x(") is a Birkho! sequence. Thus, ordering is a very natural
concept in the theory of circle homeomorphisms.

The following result is folklore and it goes back to Poincaré, who proved it in the case
d = 1 and in the context of circle homeomorphisms, for which it implies that circle
homeomorphisms have a unique rotation number.

For d = 1, the proof of lemma 2.3.5 can be found for instance in [37]. For com-
pleteness, we include the proof for d > 1 here. Lemma 2.3.5 says that the graph of a
Birkho! configuration x lies uniformly close to the graph of the a"ne configuration
i -! x0 + %!, i&.

Lemma 2.3.5. Let x " RZd

be a Birkho! configuration. Then x has a rotation vector
! = !(x) and

|xi $ x0 $ %!(x), i&| * 1 .

Moreover, the map x -! !(x), B ! Rd is continuous with respect to pointwise con-
vergence. We write

B! := {x " B | !(x) = !} .

Proof. We will assume that the result is true for d = 1 and we choose i, j " Zd. Then
the sequence n -! xni+j is a one-dimensional Birkho! sequence and hence its rotation
number !i,j exists and is equal to limn$%

xni+j

n . Moreover, |xni+j$xj$%!i,j , n&| * 1.
We first of all remark that !i,j does not depend on j, and hence can be denoted !i.
This follows because the Birkho! property of x ensures that the sequences n -!
xni+j = ($j,0x)ni and n -! xni do not cross. Now denote by e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0),
e2 = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), etc. the standard basis of Zd and define ! := (!e1 , . . . ,!ed).
Then,

|xi $ x0 $ %!, i&| = |x(i1,i2,...,id) $ x(0,i2,...,id)$i1!e1 + . . .+ x(0,...,0,id) $ x0 $ id!ed | *
|x(i1,i2,...,id) $ x(0,i2,...,id) $ i1!e1 |+ . . .+ |x(0,...,0,id) $ x0 $ id!ed | * d .

This clearly implies that limn$%
xni
n = %!, i&, while the Birkho! property of the

sequence n -! xni then implies that in fact, |xi $ x0 $ %!, i&| * 1.
The continuity of x -! !(x) follows immediately from the continuity in the one-

dimensional case.

The following proposition is equally standard. In particular, it will allow us to take
limits of Birkho! configurations with rational rotation vectors in order to produce
Birkho! configurations with irrational rotation vectors.

Recall the action $0,1 : x -! x+1 on RZd

. It can be used to identify sequences that
di!er by an integer. The quotient space is denoted RZd

/Z. Note that every element
[x] in this quotient space has a unique representative x with x0 " [0, 1).

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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Proposition 2.3.6. Let K ' Rd be compact and let BK :=
'

!#K B!. Then BK/Z is
compact in the topology of pointwise convergence.

Proof. By definition, B is closed in the topology of pointwise convergence. Moreover,
by proposition 2.3.5, BK/Z is a closed subset of

{[x] " RZd

/Z | xk = x0 + k · ! + yk with ([x]0,!, yk) " R/Z,K , [$1, 1]Z
d

} ,

which is compact in the topology of pointwise convergence. This follows from Ty-
chonov’s theorem.

The following corollary of the compactness of BK/Z is trivial, but it has important
implications.

Corollary 2.3.7. Let K ' Rd be compact and let B ' Zd be a finite subset. Assume
that s : RB/Z ! R is a continuous function. Then S : RZd

/Z ! R defined by
S(x) = s(x|B) attains its maximum and minimum values on BK/Z.

Proof. This follows because such a S is continuous with respect to pointwise conver-
gence and BK/Z is compact.

Applied to S = #i,kSi with ||i$ k|| = 1, and recalling the twist condition #i,kSi < 0,
corollary 2.3.7 implies that there is a & > 0 such that #i,kSi(x) < $& < 0 for all
x " BK . In other words, the twist condition D is automatically uniform on BK .
Similarly, even if one does not impose condition E, there is a constant C > 0 such
that |#i,kSj | * C for all i, k and j, uniformly on BK .

We finish this section with a simple and well-known proposition that expresses that
the number theoretical properties of the rotation vector ! of a Birkho! configuration
x decide to a large extent wether $k,lx > x or $k,lx < x.

Proposition 2.3.8. Let ! " Rd and x " B!. If %!, k& + l > 0, then $k.lx > x and if
%!, k&+ l < 0, then $k.lx < x.

Proof. Denote by x! " B! the linear configuration defined by x!
i := %!, i&. Then

$k,lx!$x! = %k,!&+ l. Suppose for instance that %k,!&+ l > 0, that is that $k,lx! 0
x!, but assume on the other hand that $k,lx * x. This means that $k,lx$ x * 0 and
hence also that $2k,lx$ $k,lx = $k,0($k,lx$ x) * 0. Thus, $2k,lx$ x = ($2k,lx$ $k,lx) +

($k,lx $ x) * 0, i.e. $2k,lx * x. By induction we then find that $nk,lx * x, for every
n ( 1. On the other hand, $nk,lx! = x! + n(%k,!&+ l). This contradicts the fact that
supi |$nk,l(x! $ x)i| = supi |(x! $ x)i| *| x0|+ 2 is uniformly bounded in n.

2.3.2 Periodicity
It turns out convenient to consider periodic configurations. To define these, let
p1, . . . , pc " Zd be 0 * c * d linearly independent integer vectors and let q1, . . . , qc " Z
be c integers. Then we set

Xp,q := {x : Zd ! R | $pj ,qjx = x for all j = 1, . . . , c } .

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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We say that a configuration x " Xp,q is periodic with periods (p1, q1), . . . , (pc, qc). The
collection of periods of Xp,q is a lattice of rank c, that we denote by

Jp,q :=

(
)

*

c"

j=1

mj(pj , qj) | mj " Z

+
,

- ' Zd , Z .

An element of Xp,q can have a rotation vector, but this rotation vector can not be
arbitrary: when x : Zd ! R is a configuration of rotation vector ! and $pj ,qjx = x,
then xnpj = x0 $ nqj , so that limn$%

xnpj

n = $qj , that is

%!, pj&+ qj = 0 when Xp,q 1 X! )= 2 .

Another way to express this is that when Xp,q 1 X! )= 2, then Jp,q ' I!, where the
lattice I! is defined as

I! := {(k, l) " Zd , Z | %k,!&+ l = 0} ' Zd , Z .

On the other hand, when x has rotation vector ! and %!, k& + l = 0, then this does
not imply that $k,lx = x. We therefore define

X! := {x " X! | $k,lx = x when %!, k&+ l = 0 } .

The elements of X! are called maximally periodic as they have all the periods that
an element of X! can possibly have. X! is nonempty because it contains the linear
configuration x! defined by x!

i = %!, i&. This is true because $k,lx! = x! + %!, k&+ l.

Definition 2.3.9. A Z-basis (p1, q1), . . . , (pc, qc) of I! is called a collection of principal
periods for !. That is, (p1, q1), . . . , (pc, qc) are principal periods for ! if and only if
Xp,q 1 X! = X!.

Of course, a set of principal periods for ! " Rd always exists, but it is not unique.
At this point, let us make some group theoretic remarks. First of all, we remind

the reader that we can think of the shift operators $k,l as defining a group action of
Zd , Z on the space of configurations:

$ : (Zd , Z), RZd

! RZd

, ((k, l), x) -! $k,lx .

Clearly, because Zd , Z is Abelian, when $pj ,qjx = x, then also $pj ,qj ($k,lx) = $k,lx,
and thus $ leaves Xp,q invariant. Moreover, because the elements of Jp,q fix all ele-
ments of Xp,q, we have that when x " Xp,q and (k, l) = (K,L) +

!
j mj(pj , qj) for

certain integers mj , then $k,lx = $K,Lx. This shows that $ induces an action of
(Zd ,Z)/Jp,q on Xp,q. We recall that this action is called free if for every (k, l) /" Jp,q
and every x " Xp,q it holds that $k,lx )= x. We now have the following quite obvious
characterization of X!:

Lemma 2.3.10. Assume that Xp,q 1 X! )= 2. Then the $ -action of (Zd , Z)/Jp,q on
Xp,q 1X! is free if and only if the (pj , qj) are principal periods for !, i.e. if and only
if Xp,q 1 X! = X!.
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Proof. Let us start by assuming that the (pj , qj) are principal periods for !, that is
that Jp,q = I!. We want to show that then the action of (Zd ,Z)/I! on Xp,q 1X! is
free. But a nontrivial equivalence class in (Zd , Z)/I! is represented by an element
(k, l) with %!, k&+ l )= 0 and it is clear that this inequality implies that $k,lx )= x if x
has rotation vector !.

In the other direction, suppose the action is not free. Then there is a (k, l) /" Jp,q
and an x " Xp,q 1 X! with $k,lx = x. Clearly, such (k, l) must satisfy %!, k& + l = 0,
that is (k, l) " I!. Thus, Jp,q )= I!.

The case that ! " Qd is especially nice. We have the following:

Proposition 2.3.11. ! " Qd if and only if I! has rank d. When (p1, q1), . . . , (pd, qd) "
I! are linearly independent, then Xp,q is finite-dimensional and Xp,q ' X!. In par-
ticular, when (p1, q1), . . . , (pd, qd) are principal periods, then Xp,q = X!.

Proof. Let us suppose that ! " Qd, for instance ! = (a1
b1
, . . . , ad

bd
) for integers aj and

bj . Then %!, Pj&+Qj = 0 for Pj := (0, . . . , 0, bj , 0, . . . , 0) and Qj = $aj . This shows
that I! has rank d.

On the other hand, when I! has rank d, then we can choose linearly independ-
ent (p1, q1), . . . , (pd, qd) " I!. If we now denote by p the d , d-matrix with integer
coe"cients (p1, . . . , pd) and by q = (q1, . . . , qd) " Zd the integer vector of length d,
then we can write the equations %pj ,!&+ qj = 0 as the matrix equality pT! + q = 0,
where pT denotes the transpose of the matrix p. This implies that the final column
in the rank-d matrix (pT , q) is degenerate, i.e. that pT is invertible. In particular,
! = $p"T q " Qd, with p"T the inverse transpose of the matrix p.

Moreover, the fact that p is invertible implies that Xp,q is finite-dimensional. More
precisely, let us define

Bp := p([0, 1)d) 1 Zd .

Then Bp is a fundamental domain for p, that is for every i " Zd there is a unique
k " Bp with k = i mod p(Zd). It is not hard to show that this implies that the map
x -! x|Bp from Xp,q to RBp is an isomorphism.

Thus, we have that dimRBp = |Bp| = vold(p[0, 1)d) = | det p | and hence Xp,q is
finite-dimensional.

In turn this implies that Xp,q ' X!, because any x " Xp,q satisfies supi#Zd{xi $
%!, i&} = supi#Bp

{xi $ %!, i&} < + and the configuration i -! %!, i& has rotation
vector !.

If (p1, q1), . . . , (pd, qd) are principal periods, then the above implies that X! =
X! 1 Xp,q = Xp,q.

After these general considerations, let us now return to the Birkho! configurations
defined in section 2.3.1. Let us denote the set of maximally periodic Birkho! config-
urations of rotation vector ! by

B! := {x " B! | $k,lx = x when %k,!&+ l = 0 } .
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The following theorem expresses that periodic Birkho! configurations are automatic-
ally maximally periodic.

Theorem 2.3.12. Let ! " Rd, denote c := rankZ (I!) and let (p1, q1), . . . , (pc, qc) " I!
be linearly independent. Then

Xp,q 1 B! = B! .

Proof. Let x " Xp,q 1 B!, that is x is Birkho!, has rotation vector ! and $pj ,qjx = x
for all j = 1, . . . , c. We need to show that whenever %!, k&+ l = 0, then $k,lx = x. So
let us assume that $k,lx )= x. Because x is Birkho!, we may assume that $k,lx > x:
the case $k,lx < x is similar. This assumption implies that $nk,nlx = $nk,lx > x as
well, for every n ( 1. We claim that this is not possible.

To prove this claim, we remark that there must be an n " N and m1, . . . ,mc " Z
so that n(k, l) =

!
j mj(pj , qj). This is because by assumption the (pj , qj) span a

sublattice of I! of maximal rank. We therefore have that $nk,nlx = ($m1
p1,q1 3 . . . 3

$mc
pc,qc)x = x. This is a contradiction and hence, $k,lx = x.

In dimension d = 1, theorem 2.3.12 simply says that a Birkho! configuration of
period (np, nq) automatically has period (p, q). That is, the period (p, q) of a one-
dimensional Birkho! configuration can be chosen relatively prime. Theorem 2.3.12 is
the d-dimensional variant of this statement.

In spite of theorem 2.3.12, it should be remarked that in general, B! )= B!, that
is not all Birkho! configurations of rotation vector ! are periodic. Counterexamples
are easy to find.

2.4 Classical Aubry-Mather theory
We are now ready to discuss the most well-known results of classical Aubry-Mather
theory in the context of lattice equations. The concepts and results of this section
are widely known, but we chose to present them in a perhaps slightly unconventional
manner.

2.4.1 Fully periodic minimizers
Throughout section 2.4.1, we will assume that ! " Qd and (p1, q1), . . . , (pd, qd) "
Zd , Z are linearly independent.

We are interested in solutions to (2.2.8) that lie in Xp,q. We start by noting the
presence of a variational structure. Recalling the definition Bp = Zd 1 p([0, 1)d), one
has

Proposition 2.4.1. A configuration x " Xp,q solves (2.2.8) if and only if it is a statio-
nary point of the periodic action function

Wp,q : Xp,q ! R defined by Wp,q(x) := WBp(x) =
"

j#Bp

Sj(x) , (2.4.10)
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with respect to variations in Xp,q.

Proof. We start by recalling the shift-invariance of the local potentials, condition B,
which says that Sj+k(x) = Sj($k,lx) for all k and l and all x " RZd

. Di!erentiation
of this identity with respect to xi then gives that #iSj+k(x) = #i"kSj($k,lx). These
equalities respectively imply that for x " Xp,q it holds that Sj+pk(x) = Sj(x) and
#iSj+pk(x) = #i"pkSj(x) for all k " Zd.

Now let x " Xp,q, choose an i " Zd and define ei " Xp,0 by letting (ei)j = 1 if
j = i mod p(Zd) and (ei)j = 0 otherwise. Then x+ ei " Xp,q and

d

d%

&&&&
#=0

Wp,q(x+ %ei) =
"

k#Zd

"

j#Bp

#i+pkSj(x) =
"

k#Zd

"

j#Bp

#iSj"pk(x) =
"

j#Zd

#iSj(x).

Of course all these sums are finite.

Note that Wp,q = WBp is actually well defined for any x " RZd

, but in this section,
we restrict it to a function on Xp,q. As such, it is shift-invariant:

Lemma 2.4.2 (Shift-invariance). The function Wp,q is $ -invariant: for x " Xp,q and
(k, l) " Zd , Z arbitrary, it holds that Wp.q($k,lx) = Wp.q(x).

Proof. In general, Sj+k(x) = Sj($k,lx), so that if x " Xp,q, then Sj+pk(x) =
Sj(x) for all k " Zd. Thus, Wp,q($k,lx) =

!
j#Bp

Sj($k,lx) =
!

j#Bp
Sj+k(x) =!

j#k+Bp
Sj(x) =

!
j#Bp

Sj(x) = Wp,q(x). The fourth equality follows as both Bp

and k+Bp are fundamental domains of Zd/p(Zd), so that for every j " k+Bp there
is a unique i " Bp for which i = j mod p(Zd).

Theorem 2.4.3 (Existence). The action Wp,q attains its minimum on Xp,q.

Proof. Since Wp,q($0,1x) = Wp,q(x) for x " Xp,q, clearly Wp,q descends to a function
on Xp,q/Z. Every element in this quotient space has a representative x with x0 " [0, 1].

Choose a cube CN = {i " Zd | |ik| * N for all k = 1, . . . d} that contains Bp and
choose a k " Zd and an n " N such that k + nBp in turn contains CN . Moreover,
remember that Wk+nBp = ndWp,q on Xp,q.

The coercivity of the Si, condition C, implies that for all j with ||j|| = 1, it
holds that for x " Xp,q with x0 " [0, 1], we have that lim|xj |$% Wk+nBp(x) = +.
And hence by induction that for all j " CN and x " Xp,q with x0 " [0, 1], it holds
that lim|xj |$% Wk+nBp(x) = +. Because Bp ' CN and Wp,q = n"dWk+nBp , this
means in particular that for all j " Bp and x " Xp,q with x0 " [0, 1] it holds that
lim|xj |$% Wp,q(x) = +. Hence, Wp,q attains its minimum on Xp,q.

The configurations that minimize Wp,q on Xp,q will be called p, q-minimizers. Note
that other extremal points of Wp,q in Xp,q, such as saddle points, may also exist.
Under certain mild conditions their existence will be proved later in this chapter.

The following lemma is well-known. We took the proof from [29].
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Lemma 2.4.4 (Minimum - maximum property). Assume the periodic configurations
x, y " Xp,q are p, q-minimizers. Then also m := min{x, y} and M := max{x, y} are
p, q-minimizers.

Proof. It is obvious that m,M " Xp,q. Write ' := M $x and ( := m$x and observe
that ' > 0, ( < 0, while supp(')1supp(() = 2 and y = M+m$x = '+m = '+(+x.
The proof is done, if we show that

Wp,q(x) +Wp,q(y) ( Wp,q(M) +Wp,q(m).

This is the same as showing

Wp,q(x+ '+ ()$Wp,q(x+ ')$Wp,q(x+ () +Wp,q(x) ( 0.

The left hand side of this inequality can be put in integral form as
. 1

0

. 1

0

#2

#t#s
Wp,q(x+ 't+ (s)dsdt =

=
"

i,k#Zd

"

j#Bp

/. 1

0

. 1

0
#i,kSj(x+ t'+ s()dsdt

0
'i(k .

Since supp(') 1 supp(() = 2, we have that 'i(i = 0 for all i. Moreover, the twist
condition #i,kSj * 0 for all i )= k and the inequalities 'i(k * 0, guarantee that the
remaining terms in the sum are nonnegative.

This is now used to prove the following famous lemma:

Lemma 2.4.5 (Aubry’s lemma). Assume the configurations x )= y " Xp,q are p, q-
minimizers. Then either x / y or y / x.

Proof. We pursue a proof by contradiction. Denote again m := min{x, y}. Suppose
that for instance that m < x but that is not true that m / x. The case that m < y
and not m / y is similar. The assumption implies that there are indices i, k " Zd

with ||i$ k|| = 1 such that mi = xi and mk < xk. Now we compute

"

j#Zd

(#iSj(x)$ #iSj(m)) =
"

j#Zd

. 1

0

d

dt
#iSj(tx+ (1$ t)m)dt =

"

j,l#Zd

/. 1

0
#i,lSj(tx+ (1$ t)m)dt

0
(xl $ml) .

Recall that xi = mi, while, by the twist condition, for every l )= i, it holds that
#i,lSj * 0 and (xl $ ml) ( 0. Thus, every term in the above sum is nonpositive.
But for the k chosen above, #i,kSi < 0, while xk $ mk > 0. This proves that!

j #iSj(x) )=
!

j #iSj(m). This contradicts the fact that, by the lemma above,
both m and x are p, q-minimizers and must therefore both be stationary.
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Corollary 2.4.6. Periodic minimizers are Birkho! configurations.

Proof. Let x " Xp,q be a minimizer. Then for any k " Zd and l " Z, we have that
Wp,q(x) = Wp,q($k,lx) by the invariance property of Wp,q. This shows that also $k,lx
is a minimizer, whence, by the previous corollary, either $k,lx / x, $k,lx = x or
$k,lx 0 x. In particular, x is a Birkho! configuration.

Lemma 2.4.7. Let n " N. Every p, q-minimizer is an np, nq-minimizer and vice versa.

Proof. Assume that x is an np, nq-minimizer, that is a minimizer of Wnp,nq on Xnp,nq.
Then, by Aubry’s lemma, x " Bnp,nq. Theorem 2.3.12 now implies that Bnp,nq = Bp,q,
so actually x " Bp,q ' Xp,q. Note now that on Xp,q it holds that Wnp,nq = ndWp,q and
let y " Xp,q ' Xnp,nq. Then Wp,q(x) = n"dWnp,nq(x) * n"dWnp,nq(y) = Wp,q(y).
Thus, x is a p, q-minimizer.

In the other direction, if x is a p, q-minimizer and y is an np, nq-minimizer, then
y " Bp,q and Wnp,nq(x) = ndWp,q(x) * ndWp,q(y) = Wnp,nq(y), that is x is an
np, nq-minimizer.

The following result shows that p, q-minimizers are global minimizers. Recall that x
is called a global minimizer if for every finite set B ' Zd and every y with support in
its r-interior B̊(r), one has that WB(x+ y) ( WB(x), with WB(x) :=

!
j#B Sj(x).

Theorem 2.4.8. Periodic minimizers are global minimizers.

Proof. Let x " Xp,q be a p, q-minimizer. If x is not a global minimizer, then there
exists a finite set B ' Zd and a configuration y with supp(y) ' B̊(r), such that
WB(x + y) < WB(x). Since B is finite, there exist a k " Zd and an n " N such
that supp(y) ' B ' k + Bnp. Now define ỹ " Xnp,nq by setting ỹi = yj when j is
the unique point in k + Bnp for which j = i mod np(Zd). In other words, ỹ is the
np-periodic extension of y|k+Bnp . Then we conclude that

Wnp,nq(x+ ỹ)$Wnp,nq(x) = Wk+nBp(x+y)$Wk+nBp(x) = WB(x+y)$WB(x) < 0,

so x is not np, nq-minimizer. This contradicts lemma 2.4.7.

Perhaps surprisingly, to prove the converse one needs to be slightly more ingenious.
We have not found this statement anywhere in the literature:

Theorem 2.4.9. If x " Xp,q is a global minimizer, then it is a p, q-minimizer.

Proof. Suppose that x " Xp,q is not a p, q-minimizer. We will prove that this implies
that x is not a global minimizer. Our assumption means that there is a y " Xp,q for
which 0 < % := Wp,q(x)$Wp,q(y). This in turn implies that Wnp,nq(x)$Wnp,nq(y) =
nd%.

By periodicity, we may assume that x / y. Let us now define, for n " N, the
configurations x * yn * y by

yni =

%
yi if i " B̊(r)

np

xi otherwise
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Here, B̊(r)
np is the r-interior of Bnp. By definition, yn is a variation of x with support

in this r-interor. It now holds that

WBnp(x)$WBnp(y
n)=

"

j#Bnp

(Sj(x)$ Sj(y
n))=

"

j#Bnp

(Sj(x)$ Sj(y) + Sj(y)$ Sj(y
n))

= nd%+
"

j#Bnp

(Sj(y)$ Sj(y
n)) .

Because the support of y $ yn is contained in Zd\B̊(r)
np and the range of interaction

of the Sj is equal to r, the number of nonzero terms in the above sum is at most
(2r)2d+1|#Bnp| * End"1, where E is a constant depending only on r, d and p.

Moreover, by compactness of [x, y] := {z | x * z * y}, there is a constant e > 0
so that |Sj(y)|, |Sj(yn)| < e. This then implies that

WBnp(x)$WBnp(y
n) ( %nd $ 2Ee · nd"1 .

Choosing n large enough, we see that x is not a global minimizer.

2.4.2 Nonperiodic minimizers
In this section, we show that global minimizers of all rotation vectors exist. They are
constructed as limits of periodic minimizers. Moreover, we show that they satisfy a
certain pairwise regularity. The results in this section are standard.

Lemma 2.4.10. The set of global minimizers is closed in the topology of pointwise
convergence.

Proof. Assume that xn is a sequence of global minimizers converging pointwise to
x%. Let B ' Zd be a finite set and y a configuration with support in B̊(r). Then

WB(x
n + y)$WB(x

n) ( 0 . (2.4.11)

But WB is continuous with respect to pointwise convergence, so that taking the limit
for n ! + of equation (2.4.11), we find that WB(x% + y)$WB(x%) ( 0. So x% is
a global minimizer.

Theorem 2.4.11. For all rotation vectors ! " Rd and all local potentials Sj, there
exists a global minimizer x " B!.

Proof. For any ! " Rd, we can take a sequence !n " Qd, such that limn$% !n =
!, while %!n, k& + l = 0 for all the k and l for which %!, k& + l = 0. We take a
corresponding sequence (pn, qn) of principal periods for which !n := $p"T

n qn. By
theorems 2.4.3 and 2.4.8, there exists a global minimizer xn " Bpn,qn = B!n . In
particular, xn has rotation vector !n and satisfies $k,lxn = xn for all k and l for which
%!, k&+ l = 0. Because the !n and ! lie in some compact subset K of Rd, proposition
2.3.6, guarantees that there is a subsequence of the xn that converges pointwise to a
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Birkho! configuration x% ' BK . By continuity of the rotation vector x -! !(x), see
proposition 2.3.5, x% actually has rotation vector !. Moreover, the limit x% will have
the same periodicities: denoting the converging subsequence also by xn, the continuity
of $k,l implies that $k,lx% = $k,l(limn$% xn) = limn$% $k,lxn = limn$% xn = x%

for all k and l with %!, k&+ l = 0. Finally, x% is a global minimizer by theorem 2.4.8
and lemma 2.4.10.

The following result expresses the regularity of pairwise comparable stationary solu-
tions. It is the analogue of a Harnack inequality for elliptic PDEs.

Theorem 2.4.12 (Elliptic Harnack inequality). Let x < y be two Birkho! configur-
ations with rotation vector in the compact set K ' Rd. Suppose that x and y are
stationary for the local potentials Sj. Then there is a constant ), depending only on
K and ||i$ k||, such that for all i and k,

(yk $ xk) * )(yi $ xi) .

In particular, if x < y, then x / y.

Proof. By interpolation: let x and y be stationary and Birkho! and let i, k " Zd and
assume first that ||i $ k|| = 1. Choose a B with i " B̊(r) and recall the definition
WB(x) =

!
j#B Sj(x). Then, by stationarity,

0 =#iWB(y)$ #iWB(x) =

. 1

0

d

d$

1

2
"

||i"j||&r

#iSj($y + (1$ $)x)

3

4 d$ =

"

||i"j||&r,||j"l||&r

/. 1

0
#i,lSj($y + (1$ $)x)d$

0
(yl $ xl) .

Since, by the twist condition C, the only possibly positive terms on the right hand
side are the (#i,iSj($y + (1$ $)x)) (yi $ xi), the right hand side is less than or equal
to
. 1

0

"

||i"j||&r

#i,iSj($y+(1$$)x)d$ (yi$xi)+

. 1

0

"

||k"i||=1

#i,kSi($y+(1$$)x)d$ (yk$xk).

Now, because x and y are Birkho!, so is every $y + (1$ $)x and hence by corollary
2.3.7, there are constants &, C > 0, depending only on the compact set K, such that
for all j and all ||i$ k|| = 1, it holds that #i,kSi < $&, while #i,iSj < C for all i and
j. Thus,

0 * (2r)dC(yi $ xi)$ 2d&(yk $ xk) .

This proves the theorem for ||i$ k|| = 1 with ) = )1 := (2r)dC/2d&. For ||i$ k|| > 1,
the result then follows by induction and it holds for ) = )||i"k||

1 .
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2.4.3 Aubry-Mather sets
We make the following definition:

Definition 2.4.13. An Aubry-Mather set M ' RZd

is a collection of configurations
with the following properties

• M is nonempty and closed under pointwise convergence

• M is strictly ordered, i.e. for every x, y " M, x / y, x = y or x 0 y

• M is shift-invariant: if x " M, then for every (k, l) " Zd , Z, also $k,lx " M

• Every x " M is a global minimizer of the variational recurrence relation (2.2.8)

• M does not contain any strictly smaller set with the properties listed above

The strict ordering and the shift-invariance of an Aubry-Mather set M imply that
any configuration x " M is Birkho! and hence has a rotation vector ! = !(x). The
ordering of M moreover implies that this rotation vector is independent of the choice
of x " M, that is ! = !(M) and thus, M ' B!.

Recall that theorem 2.4.11 states that for every rotation vector ! there exists a
minimizer x " B! for which $k,lx = x as soon as %!, k& + l = 0. This in fact implies
that a certain Aubry-Mather set M(x) ' B! exists. This M(x) is constructed as
follows. One starts by defining the collection 5M(x) ' B! as the closure with respect
to pointwise convergence of the set of translates of x:

5M(x) := {$k,lx | (k, l) " Zd , Z }.

This is almost an Aubry-Mather set:

Lemma 2.4.14. Let x " B! be an action-minimizer with the property that $k,lx = x

when %!, k&+ l = 0. Then 5M(x) is nonempty, closed, strictly ordered, shift-invariant
and consists of minimizers. Moreover, for every y " 5M(x) it holds that $k,ly = y as
soon as %!, k&+ l = 0. When ! " Qd, then 5M(x) is an Aubry-Mather set.

Proof. By definition, 5M(x) is nonempty and closed.
We note that when x is a minimizer, then so is $k,lx and because any pointwise

limit of minimizers is a minimizer itself, by lemma 2.4.10, we see that 5M(x) consists
of minimizers only.

When y " 5M(x), say y = limn$% $kn,lnx, then the continuity of $k,l implies that
$k,ly = $k,l(limn$% $kn,lnx) = limn$% $k,l($kn,lnx) = limn$% $k+kn,l+lnx and thus,
5M(x) is shift-invariant.

The fact that x is a Birkho! configuration means that the collection {$k,lx | (k, l) "
Zd , Z } is ordered. Now let y and z be elements of 5M(x), say y = limn$% $kn,lnx
and z = limn$% $Kn,Lnx. We claim that y * z or z * y. If not, then there are
i, k with yi < zi and yk > zk. The pointwise convergence then implies that there
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are n and N so that ($kn,lnx)i < ($KN ,LNx)i and ($kn,lnx)k > ($KN ,LNx)k. This is
a contradiction. The second conclusion of theorem 2.4.12 now implies that y / z,
y = z or y 0 z, that is 5M(x) is strictly ordered.

The penultimate conclusion of the lemma follows from the continuity of $k,l and
the fact that $k,lx = x when %!, k& + l = 0. Namely, for such k and l and for
y " 5M(x), say y = limn$% $kn,lnx, we have that $k,ly = $k,l(limn$% $kn,lnx) =
limn$% $k,l($kn,lnx) = limn$% $kn,ln($k,lx) = limn$% $kn,lnx = y.

Finally, when ! " Qd, then our assumptions imply that x is periodic, say x " Xp,q,
with (p, q) a collection of principal periods for !. This implies that the $ -orbit of x
is finite. Thus, 5M(x) is equal to this single $ -orbit and cannot contain any proper
nonempty $ -invariant subset.

It is clear from the proof of lemma 2.4.14, that when ! " Qd, then every Aubry-
Mather set is finite and consists of the translates of one periodic minimizer. Thus,
the Aubry-Mather sets of rational rotation vector do not need to be unique.

On the other hand, when ! " Rd\Qd is irrational, then 5M(x) may fail to be an
Aubry-Mather set. Then one replaces 5M(x) by its recurrent subset

M(x) := {y " 5M(x) |y = lim
n$%

$kn,lny for a sequence (kn, ln) with %!, kn&+ ln )= 0 } .

Before proving that this M(x) is indeed an Aubry-Mather set, let us define for a
configuration y " 5M(x), the configurations

y" := sup{$k,ly / y} and y+ := inf{$k,ly 0 y} .

We remark that, by definition, y " M(x) if and only if y = y" or y = y+, or both.
We now have the following technical result:

Proposition 2.4.15. For y, z " 5M(x) it holds that y" = sup{$k,lz / y"} and y+ =
inf{$k,lz 0 y+}.

Proof. Let us prove the first equality: the proof of the second one is similar. We
denote z"(y") := sup{$k,lz / y"} and we argue by contradiction. That is, we
suppose that z"(y") )= y", and hence, that z"(y) / y". Then, because y" can
be approximated from below by translates of y by definition, there are k and l so
that z"(y") / $k,ly / y". This implies that $k,ly / y and in view of proposition
2.3.8, we must therefore have that %!, k& + l < 0. Applying $"k,"l to the inequality
z"(y") / $k,ly, we obtain that $"k,"lz"(y") / y. But because %!,$k& $ l > 0, we
must also have that z"(y") / $"k,"lz"(y"). Hence, z"(y") / $"k,"lz"(y") / y.
But this contradicts the definition of z"(y"), because by continuity of $"k,"l, if
z"(y") = limn$% $kn,lnz, then also $"k,"lz"(y") = limn$% $"k+kn,"l+lnz is a limit
of translates of z that lie below y".

We are now ready to prove:

Theorem 2.4.16. When ! " Rd/Qd, then M(x) is the unique Aubry-Mather set con-
tained in 5M(x).
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Proof. Proposition 2.4.15 says that any y " M(x) is a limit point of the $ -orbit of
any z " 5M(x). Thus, any nonempty, shift-invariant closed subset of 5M(x) should
contain M(x). It remains to show that M(x) is nonempty, shift-invariant and closed.

First of all, proposition 2.4.15 applied to z = y" and z = y+ respectively, says
that (y")" = y" and (y+)+ = y+, i.e. that y" and y+ are recurrent. This shows
that M(x) is nonempty.

Shift-invariance of M(x) follows from the continuity of $k,l: when y =
limn$% $kn,lny, then $k,ly = limn$% $kn,ln($k,ly).

To prove that M(x) is closed, assume that limn$% yn = y pointwise for a sequence
yn of recurrent configurations. When the limit y is not recurrent, then y" / y / y+,
so that there is an n for which y" / yn / y+. But yn is recurrent, hence yn )= y,
while by proposition 2.4.15, yn can be approximated by translates of y. Hence, there
are k and l such that y" / $k,ly / y+ and $k,ly )= y. This contradicts the definition
of y" or y+.

Remark 2.4.17. A theorem of Bangert [12] in the case of elliptic PDEs, states that
when ! " Rd\Qd, then the recurrent subset actually does not depend on the choice
of the Birkho! minimizer x " B!. In other words, that when x, y " B! are such that
$k,lx = x and $k,ly = y whenever %!, k&+ l = 0, then M(x) = M(y).

For the sake of completeness, we provide a proof of this theorem for lattices instead
of PDEs in 2.A. As a result, the Aubry-Mather set of an irrational rotation vector is
unique. However, we note here that this result is not essential for the remainder of
this chapter.

The following well-known result shows that the set of recurrent minimizers can have
a complicated topology. We recall that a topological space C is called a Cantor set
if it is closed, perfect and totally disconnected. “Perfect” means that every element
c " C is a limit of points in C\{c}. “Totally disconnected” means that for any two
elements c1, c2 " C one can decompose C as the disjoint union of closed sets C1 and
C2 with c1 " C1 and c2 " C2.

Theorem 2.4.18. If ! " Rd\Qd, then M(x) is either connected or a Cantor set.

Proof. The recurrent subset is perfect by definition: for every y " M(x), it holds that
y = limn$% $kn,lny, where by proposition 2.3.8 the condition that %!, kn& + ln )= 0
guarantees that $kn,lny )= y for all n.

We will now show that when M(x) is not connected, then there is a y " M(x) so
that y" )= y+. So let’s assume that M(x) is not connected and write M(x) = U 4 V
for two nonempty closed subsets U and V with U 1V = 2. We may assume that there
exist u " U and v " V so that u / v, whence we can define y := sup{u " U |u / v}.
Clearly, y " U , because U is closed. Hence, y / v. We claim that y+ )= y. This is
easily proved: if y+ = y, then y = limn$% $kn,lny for a sequence with y / $kn,lny /
v. By definition of y, it must hold that $kn,lny " V . Hence, because V is closed, also
y " V , which is a contradiction.

The next step is to observe that an order interval [y", y+] := {z " RZd | y" *
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z * y+} can never contain any recurrent elements other than y" and y+. Namely, if
y" / v / y+ were such a recurrent element, then by proposition 2.4.15, it can be
approximated by translates of y, so that there are k and l with y" / $k,ly / y+.
This contradicts the definition of y" or y+. This is why we call the order interval
[y", y+] a gap in the Aubry-Mather set.

Now we show that when M(x) is not connected, and hence contains at least
one gap [y", y+], then between any two elements w, z " M(x) there exists a gap.
Namely, for any given pair w / z, either [w, z] is a gap, or there is a recurrent
element w / u / z. By proposition 2.4.15, this u can then be approximated by the
$ -orbit of y", which implies that there are k and l so that w / $k,ly" / z. But
when [y", y+] is a gap, then so is [$k,ly", $k,ly+], since $k,l is order-preserving. We
must therefore have that w / $k,ly" / $k,ly+ * z, i.e. that there is a gap between
w and z.

This implies that M(x) is totally disconnected: if w, z " M(x) with w / z, then
there is a gap [y", y+] with w * y" / y+ * z and hence M(x) splits as the disjoint
union of the closed sets {u " M(x) | u * y"} and {v " M(x) | v ( y+} that contain
w and z respectively.

The proof of theorem 2.4.18 shows that for any y " 5M(x), in the order interval

[y", y+] := {z " RZd

| y" * z * y+}

only the elements y" and y+ are recurrent. Hence, when y" )= y+, then [y", y+]
is called a gap in the Aubry-Mather set. Moreover, in the case that M(x) is not
connected, then between any two recurrent configurations there exists such a gap.

When M(x) is connected, then we say that it forms a foliation: for every i " Zd

and every " " R there is a unique y " M(x) so that yi = ". In the case that M(x) is
a Cantor set, one says that it forms a lamination: for every i and every " there is at
most one y so that yi = ".

Both foliations and laminations by minimizers occur in examples, for instance
that of the Frenkel-Kontorova lattice (2.1.1). In fact, when V (") . 0, then the
Aubry-Mather sets are all of the form M(x!,0) := {x!," | " " R}, where we recall
that the linear configuration x!," is defined by x!,"

i = %!, i&+". These Aubry-Mather
sets are clearly connected.

On the other hand, the following theorem says that when the onsite potentials
V (") are su"ciently oscillatory, then the Aubry-Mather sets must be Cantor sets:

Theorem 2.4.19. Let Sj be local potentials satisfying conditions A-E and let K ' Rd

be a compact set. Then there exists a number M > 0, depending on the Sj and on K,
such that for every 1-periodic twice continuously di!erentiable function V = V (") with
osc V := max",$#R(V (")$ V (*)) > M , the collection of local potentials S̃j defined by
S̃j(x) = Sj(x)+V (xj) does not possess any connected, strictly ordered shift-invariant
family of global minimizers of rotation vector ! " K.

Proof. Because BK/Z is compact and the functions Sj are $ -invariant and conti-
nuous, their oscillation over BK is bounded and, say, equal to N := osc BKSj =
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maxx,y#BK (Sj(x)$Sj(y)). Let M > (2r+1)dN , where r ( 1 is the finite interaction
range of the local potentials Sj , and choose a smooth 1-periodic onsite potential V
with oscillation larger than M . Assume for instance that V (")$V (*) > M for certain
", * " R.

We will now prove that if a configuration x " BK has x0 = ", then it can not be a
global minimizer. In other words, that x is a “gap configuration”. This is easily shown
by defining y : Zd ! R by setting yi = 0 for i )= 0 and y0 = *$ ". Now choose a finite
subset B ' Zd such that Br

0 ' B. Then supp y = {0} ' B̊(r) and we compute that

W̃B(x)$ W̃B(x+ y) =
"

j#B

S̃j(x)$ S̃j(x+ y) =
"

j#Br
0

S̃j(x)$ S̃j(x+ y) =

V (")$ V (*) +
"

j#Br
0

Sj(x+ y)$ Sj(x) > M $ (2r + 1)dN > 0.

This shows that x is not a global minimizer.

Example 2.4.20. For the Frenkel-Kontorova lattice, theorem 2.4.19 can be improved
upon considerably. In fact, by lemma 2.3.5, osc B! (xj $ xk) * 2, which is in-
dependent of !. Therefore, the oscillation over B of the interaction potential
1
8d

!
||j"k||=1(xj $ xk)2 is bounded above by 1. Thus, for any onsite potential V (")

with oscillation larger than 2d, the Frenkel-Kontorova lattice with local potentials
Sj(x) =

1
8d

!
||k"j||=1(xj $ xk)2 + V (xj) does not have a connected family of global

minimizers of any rotation vector at all.
The latter result for the Frenkel-Kontorova lattice is well-known in dimension

d = 1. It turns out that the one-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova lattice is equivalent
to the Chirikov standard map TV , see section 1.3. As such, theorem 2.4.19 and the
discussion above say that for any onsite potential V with oscillation larger than 2,
the standard map TV has no rotational invariant curves. In the case that V has the
“standard” form V (") = k

8%2 cos(2+"), so that osc V = k
4%2 , we obtain that there are

no rotational invariant curves for k > 8+2. In fact, in this case the much stronger
computer-proved bound k > 63

64 is actually known, see [49].

2.5 A formal gradient flow
The idea of studying globally stationary solutions by means of a formal gradient flow
goes back to Golé, see [35]. We will review his ideas in this section. The new result
is a parabolic Harnack inequality, see theorem 2.6.4.

The study of the formal gradient flow starts with the observation that one can
assign a meaning to the partial derivatives of the formal, and generally nonconvergent
sum W (x) =

!
j#Zd Sj(x), namely as follows. Since the potentials Sj are of finite

range, every variable xi appears only in finitely many terms of the formal series.
Hence, we may write, with a slight abuse of notation,

(#W (x))i := #iW (x) =
"

||j"i||&r

#iSj(x) .
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Note that #W : RZd ! RZd

is well-defined as soon as the Sj are continuously dif-
ferentiable and that #W is the formal gradient of W with respect to the l2-inner
product %x, y&2 =

!
j#Zd xjyj .

We remark that x is globally stationary if and only if #W (x) = 0. In this section,
we shall nevertheless view such x as stationary points of the auxiliary di!erential
equation

dx

dt
= $#W (x) .

This di!erential equation shall be defined on an appropriate Banach subspace X ' RZd

of configurations, for which its initial value problem has existence and uniqueness of
solutions. The corresponding flow is called the negative gradient flow of W . The mo-
tivation to study the negative gradient flow is simply that it will help us find globally
stationary solutions.

The Banach subspace we choose to work with is the exponentially weighted con-
figuration space

X := {x " RZd

| ||x||X :=
"

i#Zd

|xi|
2||i||

< +} ' RZd

,

where we recall that ||i|| :=
!d

k=1 |ik|. First of all, the space of Birkho! configurations
is contained in X:

Lemma 2.5.1. B ' X.

Proof. This follows because every x " B has a rotation vector, say !, and |xi $ x0 $
%!, i&| * 1. This implies that |xi| * ||!|| · ||i||+ |x0|+ 1 and hence

||x||X =
"

i#Zd

|xi|
2'i'

*
"

i#Zd

5i55!5+ |x0|+ 1

2'i'
< + .

We moreover note that the topology B inherits from X is exactly that of pointwise
convergence:

Proposition 2.5.2. Let x " X and for all n " N, let xn " X. Then limn$% ||xn$x||X =
0 if and only if limn$% xn = x pointwise. In particular, a sequence in B converges
in X if and only if it converges pointwise.

Proof. The first claim is obvious. The second claim follows because B is a closed
subset of X.

Before showing the existence of the negative gradient flow on X, we need the following
simple lemma, which shows that the shift maps $k,l are Lipschitz on X:

Lemma 2.5.3. Let x, y " X and (k, l) " Zd , Z. Then $k,lx " X and $k,ly " X, while
5$k,lx$ $k,ly5X * 2'k'5x$ y5X.
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Proof. First of all,

5$k,0x5X =
"

i#Zd

|xi+k|
2'i'

= 2'k'
"

i#Zd

|xi+k|
2'i'+'k' * 2'k'

"

i#Zd

|xi+k|
2'i+k' = 2||k||||x||X .

Therefore, 5$k,lx||X = ||$k,0x + l||X * ||$k,0x||X + ||l||X * 2||k||||x||X + ||l||X < + and
similarly for $k,ly. In particular, 5$k,lx$$k,ly5X = 5$k,0(x$y)5X * 2'k'5x$y5X.

In particular, this means that $k,l : X ! X is continuous in the topology of pointwise
convergence: if xn ! x% pointwise, then $k,lxn ! $k,lx% pointwise. Of course, this
is also clear without lemma 2.5.3.

The main result of this section is the following theorem, which says that under the
condition that the local potentials Sj are twice continuously di!erentiable with uni-
formly bounded second derivatives, then $#W indeed defines a flow on X. Moreover,
this flow has the regularity properties one expects it to have.

Theorem 2.5.4. Assume the local potentials Sj satisfy conditions A, B and E, that is
they are twice continuously di!erentiable with uniformly bounded second derivatives,
they depend on finitely many variables and are shift-invariant. Then the vector field
$#W : X ! X is globally Lipschitz continuous, i.e. there is a constant L > 0, de-
pending only on the constant C of condition E and the interaction range r of condition
A, such that for all x, y " X,

||#W (x)$#W (y)||X * L||x$ y||X.

Hence, the initial value problem dx
dt = $#W (x), x(0) = x0 on X has global-in-time

existence and uniqueness of solutions and defines a complete flow t -! #t on X. This
flow is Lipschitz continuous, i.e. there are constants Lt > 0, depending only on L,
such that for all t " R and x, y " X,

||#tx$#ty||X * Lt||x$ y||X.

Moreover, this flow depends Lipschitz continuously on $#W . This means that there
are constants Lt > 0, depending only on L, such that for all t " R and x, y " X and
for all $#W and $#W̃ with Lipschitz constants * L and respective complete flows
#t and #̃t,

sup
x#X

||#tx$ #̃tx||X * Lt sup
x#X

||#W (x)$#W̃ (x)||X.

Proof. Using the uniform bound that |#i,kSj | * C, see condition E, we will prove
that $#W maps X to X and is globally Lipschitz continuous. The usual ODE theory
then provides the existence of a complete flow t -! #t on X.
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Thus, let x, y " X. Then first of all

|$#W (x)i +#W (y)i| *
"

||j"i||&r

|#iSj(y)$ #iSj(x)| =

=
"

||j"i||&r

&&&&
. 1

0

d

d$
(#iSj($y + (1$ $)x)) d$

&&&& *

*
"

||j"i||&r

&&&&&&

. 1

0

"

||k"j||&r

#i,kSj($y + (1$ $)x)d$

&&&&&&
· |yk $ xk| *

* C
"

||k"j||&r

"

||j"i||&r

|xk $ yk| .

But this implies that

5 $ #W (x) +#W (y)5X * C
"

i#Zd

2"||i||
"

||k"j||&r

"

||j"i||&r

|xk $ yk| =

C
"

||m||&r

"

||n||&r

"

i#Zd

2"||i|||xi+m+n $ yi+m+n| = C
"

||m||&r

"

||n||&r

||$m+n,0x$ $m+n,0y||X

By lemma 2.5.3 and the fact that in the sum above ||m + n|| * 2r, we know that
||$m+n,0x $ $m+n,0y||X * 22r||x $ y||X. Hence, noting that |{i " Zd | ||i|| * r}| *
(2r + 1)d, we obtain that

5 $ #W (x) +#W (y)5X * L||x$ y||X ,

where L := 22rC(2r + 1)2d. On the one hand, this shows that $#W is globally
Lipschitz continuous. On the other hand, choosing y = 0, we see that ||$#W (x) +
#W (0)||X * L||x||X, or ||$#W (x)||X * L||x||X + ||#W (0)||X, that is $#W maps X
into X.

This implies the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the initial value problem
dx
dt = $#W (x), x(0) = x0 in X, that is the existence of flow maps #t : X ! X for
all t " R. The Lipschitz continuity of #t follows, as usual, from an application of
Gronwall’s inequality: first one shows that ||#tx$#ty||X * ||x$ y||X+L

6 |t|
0 ||#&x$

#&y||Xd$ . This then implies that ||#tx$#ty||X * Lt||x$ y||X, with Lt = eL|t|.
For the last part of the theorem, let #W and #W̃ be two vector fields with

Lipschitz constants * L and complete flows #t and #̃t respectively. Call x(t) = #tx
and x̃(t) = #̃tx. We then have

||x(t)$ x̃(t)||X *
. |t|

0
||#W̃ (x̃($))$#W (x($))||Xd$ *

*
. |t|

0
||#W̃ (x̃($))$#W (x̃($))||Xd$ +

. |t|

0
||#W (x̃($))$#W (x($))||Xd$ *

* |t| sup
x#X

||#W (x)$#W̃ (x)||X + L

. |t|

0
||x̃($)$ x($)||Xd$.
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Thus, by Gronwall’s inequality, ||#tx$#̃tx||X * Lt supx#X ||#W (x)$#W̃ (x)||X with
Lt = |t|eL|t|.

Remark 2.5.5. It is not true in general that $#W : X ! X is a C1 map. Hence,
contrary to a claim made in [37], the #t in general can not be assumed C1 either.

By proposition 2.5.2, the first part of theorem 2.5.4 implies that #W : X ! X is
continuous with respect to pointwise convergence: if limn$% xn = x% pointwise,
then limn$% #W (xn) = #W (x%) pointwise.

Similarly, the second part of theorem 2.5.4 implies that for every t " R the flow
map #t : X ! X is continuous with respect to pointwise convergence.

Part three of theorem 2.5.4 implies that if #Wn,#W% : X ! X is a sequence
of formal gradient vector fields with a uniform Lipschitz constant and corresponding
flow maps #n

t ,#
%
t : X ! X and such that #Wn ! #W% uniformly on X, then for

all t also #n
t ! #%

t uniformly on X.
In the remainder of this section, we will formulate a concept of convergence for

a sequence of finite range potentials Sn
j that guarantees that their corresponding

gradient vector fields and flow maps converge uniformly. It turns out that it is enough
to require the convergence of the gradients of the Sn

j . We will first of all need to define
what it means for collections of gradients of finite range potentials to be “close”.
Remembering the definition in section 2.2 of the partial derivatives #j1,...,jkS of a k

times continuously di!erentiable function S : RZd ! R of finitely many variables, we
now define:

Definition 2.5.6. Let S : RZd ! R be an m+ 1 ( 0 times continuously di!erentiable
function of finitely many variables, that is S(x) = s(x|B) for a certain finite subset
B ' Zd and an m + 1 times continuously di!erentiable function s : RB ! R. Then
we define the uniform Cm(RZd

) norm ||#S||Cm(RZd ) " [0,+) of the gradient of S as
the finite sum of suprema

||#S||Cm(RZd ) :=
"

1&k&m+1

"

j1,...,jk#Zd

sup
x#RZd

|#j1,...,jkS(x)|.

We note that if Sj : RZd ! R is a collection of m+1 times continuously di!erentiable,
shift invariant finite range potentials, that is if Sj(x) = sj(x|Br

j
) for some m+1 times

continuously di!erentiable function sj : RBr
j ! R and Sj($k,lx) = Sj+k(x) for all j, k

and l, then ||#Si||Cm(RZd ) = ||#Sj ||Cm(RZd ) for all i, j " Zd. With this in mind, we
first of all prove:

Proposition 2.5.7. Let Sj , S̃j : RZd ! R be two m+1 ( 1 times continuously di!erenti-
able and shift-invariant collections of finite range local potentials, say Sj(x) = sj(x|Br

j
)

and S̃j(x) = s̃j(x|Br
j
) and denote their corresponding gradient vector fields by #W

and #W̃ . Then, there is a constant L > 0, depending only on the dimension d, such
that

sup
x#X

||#W (x)$#W̃ (x)||X * L||#S0 $#S̃0||C0(RZd ).
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Proof. We have that

||#W (x)$#W̃ (x)||X *
"

i#Zd

2"||i||
"

||j"i||&r

|#iSj(x)$ #iS̃j(x)|.

By shift invariance, #iSj(x) = #i"jS0($j,0x) and similarly for S̃j , so that
supx |#iSj(x)$ #iS̃j(x)| = supx |#i"jS0(x)$ #i"jS̃0(x)|, and consequently

sup
x#X

||#W (x)$#W̃ (x)||X *
"

i#Zd

2"||i||
"

||j"i||&r

sup
x#X

|#i"jS0(x)$ #i"jS̃0(x)| =

"

i#Zd

2"||i||
"

||j||&r

sup
x#X

|#jS0(x)$ #jS̃0(x)| * L||#S0 $#S̃0||C0(RZd ),

with L =
!

i#Zd 2"||i||.

We are now ready to define what it means for a sequence of local potentials to con-
verge:

Definition 2.5.8. Let Sn
j , S

%
j : RZd ! R be a sequence of collections of m + 1 ( 1

times continuously di!erentiable, shift-invariant functions of finite range r. Then we
say that the #Sn

j converge to the #S%
j uniformly in Cm(RZd

) as n ! + if

lim
n$%

||#Sn
0 $#S%

0 ||Cm(RZd ) = 0.

With this definition, we can then prove the following corollary of theorem 2.5.4. It
trivially follows from our definitions, theorem 2.5.4 and proposition 2.5.7.

Corollary 2.5.9. Let Sn
j , S

%
j : RZd ! R be a sequence of continuously di!erentiable

local potentials of finite range r, with corresponding gradient vector fields #Wn and
#W%, and assume that #Sn

j ! #S%
j uniformly in C0(RZd

). Then #Wn ! #W%

uniformly, i.e.
lim
n$%

sup
x#X

||#Wn(x)$#W%(x)||X = 0.

Moreover, in the case that the Sn
j and S%

j are twice continuously di!erentiable with
uniformly bounded second derivatives, so that $#Wn and $#W% have well defined
flow maps #n

t and #%
t , then it also holds for every t " R that #n

t ! #%
t uniformly,

i.e.
lim
n$%

sup
x#X

||#n
t x$#%

t x||X = 0.

2.6 Properties of the gradient flow
In this section, we collect some qualitative properties of the formal negative gradient
flow that was introduced in the previous section.

First of all, not surprisingly, it is equivariant with respect to shifts:
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Proposition 2.6.1. Let (k, l) " Zd , Z and t " R. Then #t 3 $k,l = $k,l 3#t.

Proof. By the shift-invariance of the local potentials Sj of condition B above, we have
that Sj"k($k,lx) = Sj(x) for all k, l and j. Di!erentiating this identity with respect to
xi+k, we find that #iSj"k($k,lx) = #i+kSj(x). Assume now that dxi

dt = $ (#W (x))i
for all i. Then,

d

dt
($k,lx)i =

dxi+k

dt
= $ (#W (x))i+k = $

"

||j"(i+k)||&r

#i+kSj(x) =

$
"

||(j"k)"i||&r

#iSj"k($k,lx) =$ (#W ($k,lx))i .

In other words, when t -! x(t) is a solution of the negative gradient flow, then so is
t -! $k,lx(t).

Proposition 2.6.1 implies in particular that the spaces Xp,q of periodic configurations
are invariant under the gradient flow.

The following well-known property of the negative gradient flow is the analogue of
the comparison principle for parabolic PDEs, cf. [35] or [43]. It is a direct consequence
of the monotonicity condition D.

Theorem 2.6.2 (Strict monotonicity of the parabolic flow). Let x, y " X such that
x < y. Denote by #t the time-t flow of ẋ = $#W (x). Then for every t > 0,
#tx / #ty.

Proof. Denote x(t) = #tx and y(t) = #ty and define u(t) := y(t) $ x(t). Note that
u(0) > 0 and that u satisfies the following linear ODE:

u̇i(t) = $#iW (y(t)) + #iW (x(t)) =

. 1

0

d

d$

1

2
"

||i"j||&r

#iSj($x(t) + (1$ $)y(t))

3

4 d$ =

"

||i"j||&r,||j"k||&r

/. 1

0
$#i,kSj($x(t) + (1$ $)y(t))d$

0
uk(t) =: (H(t)u(t))i .

Here, for every t, the operator H(t) is Lipschitz from X to X, by a proof similar to
that of theorem 2.5.4. Recall that #i,kSj * 0 when i )= k, whereas #i,iSj < C. This
implies that there is a constant M > 0 such that the operators H̃(t) := H(t) +M Id :

RZd ! RZd

are positive: u ( 0 implies H̃(t)u ( 0.
Note moreover that both the H(t) and the H̃(t) are uniformly bounded operators,

whence the ODEs u̇ = H(t)u and v̇ = H̃(t)v define well-posed initial value problems.
More importantly, u(t) solves u̇ = H(t)u if and only if v(t) := eMtu(t) solves v̇ =
H̃(t)v. We will now prove that for every t > 0 and every i, vi(t) > 0. Then, obviously,
ui(t) > 0 as well, which then proves the theorem.
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To prove the claim on v(t), we solve the initial value problem for v̇ = H̃(t)v by
Picard iteration, that is we write

v(t) =

7 %"

n=0

H̃(n)(t)

8
v(0), (2.6.12)

where the H̃(n)(t) are defined inductively by

H̃(0)(t) = Id and H̃(n)(t) :=

. t

0
H̃(t̃) 3 H̃(n"1)(t̃) dt̃ for n ( 1 .

Observe that the positivity of H̃(t) implies that the H̃(n)(t) are positive as well.
Because v(0) = u(0) > 0, we can therefore estimate, for any i, k " Zd with ||i$k|| = 1,

vi(t) =

7 %"

n=0

H̃(n)(t)v(0)

8

i

( (H̃(t)v(0))i (

/. t

0

. 1

0
$#i,kSi($x(t̃) + (1$ $)y(t̃))d$dt̃

0
vk(0) . (2.6.13)

Now choose a k " Zd such that vk(0) > 0 and recall that #i,kSi < 0. Then from
(2.6.13) it follows that if ||i$ k|| = 1, then for all t > 0, vi(t) > 0.

To generalize to the case that ||i$k|| )= 1, let us choose a sequence of lattice points
k = i0, . . . , iN = i such that ||in $ in"1|| = 1 and N = ||i $ k||. Then, by induction,
v
#
nt
N

$
in

> 0 for all n. Thus, if vk(0) > 0 and t > 0, then vi(t) > 0.

Theorem 2.6.2 immediately gives us the following important corollary.

Corollary 2.6.3. Let ! " Rd. Then B! is positively invariant under the negative
gradient flow: #t(B!) ' B!, for every t > 0.

This just follows because the strict monotonicity of the parabolic flow implies that
#t preserves the inequalities that define B!.

The following is a quantitative version of theorem 2.6.2. It will be crucial in the
remainder of this chapter and we have not found it elsewhere in the literature.

Theorem 2.6.4 (Parabolic Harnack inequality). Let t > 0, K ' Rd a compact set and
x, y " BK := 4!#KB! such that x < y. Then there exists a constant L > 0, depending
only on K, ||i$ k|| and t, such that for all i, k " Zd,

(#ty)i $ (#tx)i ( L(yk $ xk) .

Proof. The proof is a quantitative variant of the proof of theorem 2.6.2. We start by
recalling that by corollary 2.3.7, there is a constant & > 0, depending only on K, such
that #i,kSi(z) * $& < 0 for all ||i $ k|| = 1 and z " 4!#KB!. Then (2.6.13) shows
that if ||i$ k|| = 1, then vi(t) ( L̃1vk(0), with L̃1 = t&.
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To generalize to the case that ||k $ i|| )= 1, we again choose a sequence of lattice
points k = i0, . . . , iN = i such that ||in $ in"1|| = 1 and N = ||i $ k||. Then there
is a constant L̃!

N = t'
N depending only on K, t and ||i $ k|| such that v

#
nt
N

$
in

(

L!
Nv

9
(n"1)t

N

:

in!1

for all n. Thus, vi(t) ( L̃Nvk(0) with L̃N = (L̃!
N )N .

This proves that ui(t) ( Luk(0) with L = e"MtL̃N = e"Mt(&t/||i$ k||)||i"k||.

Note that for Birkho! configurations, both the strict monotonicity, theorem 2.6.2,
and the elliptic Harnack inequality, theorem 2.4.12, follow directly from this parabolic
Harnack inequality.

We moreover remark that under the uniform twist condition that #i,kSi(z) *
$& < 0 for all z " X and ||i$ k|| = 1, the above parabolic Harnack inequality holds
for all x, y in X with x < y, i.e. it then holds irrespective of the Birkho! property of
x and y. This uniform twist condition for instance holds for the Frenkel-Kontorova
problem, see formula (2.1.5).

To finish this section, let us for completeness include the following alternative
existence proof for globally stationary Birkho! solutions of arbitrary rotation vector.
It was provided by Golé in [35] in dimension d = 1. The below is a more or less
trivial generalization to higher dimensions, see also [43]. As opposed to the results
presented in section 2.4.2, it also holds without Hypothesis C that requires that the
Sj are coercive. The proof presented here is slightly shorter and more direct than the
proof in [43].

Theorem 2.6.5. Also without the coercivity condition C, it holds that for every ! " Rd,
there exists an x " B! with #W (x) = 0.

Proof. Recall that the conditions A, D and E alone guarantee that the compact set
B! is forward invariant under the negative gradient flow. Condition B will be used
below.

Now, for B ' Zd a finite subset, recall the definition of the finite action WB(x) :=!
j#B Sj(x). Then, for i " B̊(r), it holds that #iWB(x) = #iW (x), whereas if ||i $

B|| := minj#B ||j $ i|| > r, it is true that #iWB(x) = 0. Thus, the time-derivative of
WB along solutions of dx

dt = $#W (x) equals

d

dt
WB(x) = $

"

i#Zd

#iWB(x)#iW (x) =

= $
"

i#B̊(r)

(#iW (x))2 $
"

i/#B̊(r),||i"B||&r

#iWB(x)#iW (x) .

We call AB(x) :=
!

i#B̊(r)(#iW (x))2. It is the square length of the gradient of the
map y -! WB(x + y) from RB̊(r)

to R evaluated at y = 0. With this definition, one
checks that if B1 ' B2, then AB1(x) * AB2(x). Moreover, if B̊1

(r)
and B̊2

(r)
are

disjoint, then AB1(B2(x) = AB1(x) +AB2(x).
The second sum in the expression for d

dtWB consists of “boundary terms”. We
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will call it aB(x) :=
!

i/#B̊(r) #iWB(x)#iW (x). Because B! is compact and #iSj =
#i"jS0 3 $j,0 for all j " Zd, there is a constant c > 0 with the property that
|#iSj | * c for all i, j " Zd and uniformly on B!. This in turn implies the estim-
ate |aB(x)| * c2(2r + 1)d|#B|.

Assume now that there is no globally stationary point in B!. Then for every
x " B! there is a finite subset Bx ' Zd such that ABx(x) = 2%x > 0. Moreover, be-
cause #WBx is continuous on RZd

, it holds that x has an open neighborhood Ux ' RZd

on which ABx > %x. By compactness we can find a finite collection x1, . . . , xm " B!

such that B! ' 4m
l=1Uxl . Define B := 4m

l=1Bxl and % := minl{%xl} > 0. Then every
x " B! is in some Uxl and thus, AB(x) ( ABxl

(x) > %xl ( % > 0, that is AB > % > 0

uniformly on B!. Moreover, translation invariance implies that for any k " Zd, also
AB+k > % uniformly on B!.

For n " N, define the ball B(n) := {j " Zd | ||i|| * n} ' Zd and let N " N be
such that the B above is contained in B(N). Then AB(N)(x) ( AB(x) > % > 0.

Let m ( 2 be an integer. By translation invariance and the fact that B(mN) con-
tains at least md translates of B(N) with disjoint r-interiors, it holds that AB(mN) (
mdAB(N) > md%. On the other hand, |amN (x)| * c2(2r + 1)d|#B(mN)| = Dr

Nmd"1

for some Dr
N > 0. Thus, d

dtWB(mN)(x) * $md% + Dr
Nmd"1 and hence by choosing

m large enough, we can arrange that d
dtWmN (x) * $1 uniformly on B!.

Since B! is forward invariant under the negative gradient flow, this implies that
WmN is not bounded from below on B!. This contradicts the fact that B! is compact
and WmN is continuous. This proves that there must be a globally stationary point
in B!.

2.7 Ghost circles
In dimension d = 1, the concept of a ghost circle was introduced by Golé. We gen-
eralize this definition here to general dimensions. Note the similarity with definition
2.4.13 of an Aubry-Mather set.

Definition 2.7.1. [Ghost Circle] A ghost circle " ' RZd

is a collection of configurations
with the following properties

• " is nonempty, closed and connected

• " is strictly ordered, i.e. for every x, y " ", x / y, x = y or x 0 y

• " is invariant under shifts: if x " ", then for every (k, l) " Zd,Z, also $k,lx " "

• " is invariant under the positive and negative gradient flow: for all t " R,
#t(") = "

An example of a ghost circle are the connected Aubry-Mather sets of theorem 2.4.18.
The strict ordering and the shift-invariance of a ghost circle " imply that any

configuration x " " is Birkho! and hence has a rotation vector ! = !(x). The
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ordering of " moreover implies that this rotation vector is independent of the choice
of x " ", that is ! = !(") and thus, " ' B!.

Let j " Zd. Recall the definition of the projection to the j-th factor

+j : RZd

! R, +j(x) = xj .

Each +j is continuous with respect to pointwise convergence. In fact, we can show
that +j |! : " ! R is a homeomorphism:

Proposition 2.7.2. Let " be a ghost circle. Then, for every j " Zd, the projection
+j : RZd ! R induces a homeomorphism +j |! : " ! R.

Proof. Let " ' RZd

be a ghost circle. Clearly, +j |! is continuous.
The strict ordering of " implies that +j |! is injective. Moreover, shift-invariance

of " implies that if x " ", then so is $0,lx = x + l for every l " Z, whence the range
of +j |! is unbounded. Since " is connected and +j |! is continuous, its range is both
unbounded and connected, that is +j |! : " ! R is surjective.

To prove that (+j |!)"1 : R ! " is continuous, it su"ces to realize that +j : RZd !
R is an open map, i.e. that it sends open sets to open sets. This holds because
the topology of pointwise convergence is generated by open sets U ' RZd

for which
+k(U) = V with V ' R an open subset, while +l(U) = R for all l )= k. For such U , it
is clear that +j(U) is open.

Lemma 2.7.2 thus says that a ghost circle " is homeomorphic to R. It should be
remarked though that, because " is invariant under the vertical shift $0,1, and the
gradient flow #t is equivariant with respect to $0,1, it makes sense to identify every
element x " " with $0,1x = x + 1 " ". The quotient "/Z 6= R/Z is a genuine
topological circle. This identification is sometimes understood in this chapter.

The name ghost circle refers to the fact that "/Z may not consist of “physically
relevant” configurations, i.e. globally stationary solutions. But, being a compact
one-dimensional object consisting of orbits of a formal gradient flow, it has a good
chance of containing such solutions. In fact, the following proposition serves as a first
motivation to study ghost circles.

Proposition 2.7.3. Every ghost circle " ' RZd

contains a globally stationary solution.

Since " is a closed, flow-invariant subset of some B!, the proof of this proposition is
identical to that of theorem 2.6.5. Moreover, we remark that when " contains at least
one global minimizer, say x, then it automatically contains the entire Aubry-Mather
set M(x).

In the following two sections we first of all show that under generic conditions,
ghost circles of rational rotation vectors exist and then we will prove a compactness
result for ghost circles which will allow us to take limits and obtain ghost circles of
irrational rotation vectors.
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2.8 Morse approximations and periodic ghost circles
In this section, we will prove two technical results. The first is that the local potentials
Sj can be perturbed, in a way that will be made precise, so that the periodic action
Wp,q : Xp,q ! R becomes a Morse function.

The second result of this section says that whenever Wp,q : Xp,q ! R is a Morse
function, then there exists a ghost circle " ' Xp,q.

Together with the results of section 2.9, this will imply that any collection of local
potentials admits a ghost circle of arbitrary rotation vector.

2.8.1 Existence of Morse approximations
Let ! " Qd be a rational rotation vector and let (p1, q1), . . . , (pd, qd) be a set of
principal periods for !. Recall that in section 2.4 we defined the periodic action
function Wp,q : Xp,q ! R by Wp,q(x) =

!
j#Bp

Sj(x).
One says that Wp,q : Xp,q ! R is a Morse function if at its critical points its

Hessian is nondegenate. In other words, if #Wp,q(x) = 0 implies that D2Wp,q(x) is
invertible, where D2Wp,q(x) is the symmetric matrix of second derivatives of Wp,q

evaluated at x. By the implicit function theorem, every critical point x of a Morse
function is isolated. Moreover, each of these critical points can be assigned an index
i(x) which equals the dimension of the unstable manifold of x, considered as an
equilibrium point for the negative gradient flow dx

dt = $#Wp,q(x).
We remark here that for arbitrary local potentials Sj , the periodic action Wp,q is

not automatically a Morse function. A simple example of a non-Morse action function
arises in the Frenkel-Kontorova model without local potential, for which

Wp,q(x) =
"

j#Bp

1

8d

"

||i"j||=1

(xi $ xj)
2 .

This action function satisfies Wp,q(x + t) = Wp,q(x) for all t " R, so that its second
derivative is everywhere degenerate. In fact, it has a one-parameter family of statio-
nary points, and thus none of those is isolated. Nevertheless, in this subsection we
will prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2.8.1. Let Sj : RZd ! R be local potentials that satisfy conditions A-E. Let
! " Qd and let (p1, q1), . . . , (pd, qd) be principal periods !, that is X! = Xp,q. Then
there exists a sequence of local potentials Sn

j with the following properties:

1. The Sn
j satisfy conditions A-E.

2. The range of interaction of the Sn
j is uniformly bounded in n.

3. For every n, the periodic action Wn
p,q =

!
j#Bp

Sn
j is a Morse function on Xp,q.

4. The gradients converge uniformly: limn$% #Sn
j = #Sj uniformly in C1(RZd

)
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5. The potentials converge uniformly on compacts: limn$% Sn
j = Sj uniformly on

Bp,q.

In dimension d = 1, this theorem was proved by Golé [36], [37] in the context of twist
maps. His proof does not generalize to dimensions d > 1 or to general monotone vari-
ational problems in dimension d = 1, because it explicitly exploits the interpretation
of Sj(x) = S(xj , xj+1) as the generating function of a twist map of the annulus, see
section 1.3.

Our proof in higher dimensions is di!erent, and it is based on lemma 2.3.10 and
ideas from equivariant Morse theory. We start by making lemma 2.3.10 a bit more
quantitative:

Lemma 2.8.2. Let ! " Qd. Then the $ -action of (Zd , Z)/I! on X! is properly
discontinuous. More precisely, when (k, l) represents a nontrivial element of (Zd ,
Z)/I! and x " X!, then

|$k,lx$ x|1 :=
"

i#Bp

|($k,lx$ x)i| ( 1 .

Proof. Let (p, q) be principal periods for !, i.e. ! = $p"T q, and write n := | det p |.
We notice that for an arbitrary k " Zd it holds that $n%k,!& = %k, | det p |p"T q& " Z
and thus that (nk,$n%!, k&) " I!. Hence, writing nl = $n%!, k& +nl + n%!, k&, we
see that $nk,lx = $nk,nlx = $0,n(l+)!,k*)x. Thus, |$nk,lx$ x|1 = n2 |l + %!, k&|.

Now if (k, l) represents a nontrivial element of (Zd,Z)/I!, then n · |l+%!, k&| ( 1,
and hence we have that |$nk,lx$x|1 ( n. We claim that this implies that |$k,lx$x|1 ( 1.
This follows from the fact that $ j+1

k,l x $ $ jk,lx = $k,0($
j
k,lx $ $ j"1

k.l x) and thus, by
induction, that |$ j+1

k,l x $ $ jk,lx|1 = |$k,lx $ x|1. Therefore, |$nk,lx $ x|1 * |$nk,lx $
$n"1
k,l x|1 + . . .+ |$k,lx$ x|1 = n|$k,lx$ x|1, which means that |$k,lx$ x|1 ( 1.

With lemma 2.8.2 at hand, one can prove that the quotient X!/(Zd ,Z) is a smooth
manifold. An arbitrary Zd , Z-invariant function f : X! ! R descends to this
quotient and can hence be perturbed into a shift-invariant Morse function f#. Instead
of providing this rather standard construction from equivariant Morse theory, let us
prove this latter fact directly here:

Theorem 2.8.3. Let ! " Qd and let p, q be principal periods for !. When f : Xp,q ! R
is an m ( 2 times continuously di!erentiable shift-invariant function, then for every
% > 0 there exists a shift-invariant Morse function f# : Xp,q ! R with

||f $ f#||Cm(E(N)) *
%

(1 +N2)2
for every N > 0 .

Here,

E(N) := {x " Xp,q | |xi $ xk| ( N for some i )= k with i, k " Bp} .
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Proof. Let c := 1
4| det p | and define the discrete collection of configurations

Gp,q := {x : Zd ! c · Z | $pj ,qjx = x for j = 1, . . . , d } ' Xp,q .

We first of all remark that it is clear that $k,lGp,q = Gp,q. For x " Gp,q, let us now
define the balls

Br(x) := {y " Xp,q | |y $ x|1 :=
"

i#Bp

|xi $ yi| < r } .

Then we have that $k,lBr(x) = Br($k,lx), because |$k,lx $ $k,ly|1 = |x $ y|1, that is
the norm | · |1 on Xp,q is shift-invariant.

Moreover, if y " Xp,q, then there must be an element x " Gp,q with |xi $ yi| * 1
2c

for all i, that is for which |x $ y|1 * 1
8 . In other words, Xp,q =

'
x#Gp,q

Br(x) when
r > 1

8 . On the other hand, lemma 2.8.2 implies that when r < 1
2 , then Br(x) 1

Br($k,lx) = 2 unless %!, k&+ l = 0.
This proves that for 1

8 < r < 1
2 , the collection {Br(x)}x#Gp,q forms a shift-invariant

covering of Xp,q on which (Zd , Z)/I! acts “properly discontinuously”.
Finally, we let , : Xp,q ! [0, 1] be a C% bump function with the properties that

, . 0 outside B 1
2
(0) and , . 1 on B 1

4
(0). Let’s say that ||,||Cm(Xp,q) * E.

After these preparations, we are ready to construct the perturbation f# of f . This
is done by enumerating Gp,q = {x1, x2, . . .} and defining it inductively.

So let us assume that f#
n"1 is $ -invariant, satisfies the Morse property on the union

'
1&i&n"1 B 1

4
(xi) and fulfills the estimates ||f $ f#

n"1||Cm(E(N)) * #(1"2!(n!1))
(1+N2)2 .

We now want 'n " RBp to be a vector so that x -! f#
n"1(x) + %'n, x& is Morse on

B 1
4
(xn). Such 'n’s are dense in RBp by Sard’s theorem, see for instance [40].
The function f#

n is now defined as the shift-invariant function

f#
n(x) := f#

n"1(x) +
"

(k,l)#(Zd+Z)/I!
,($k,l(x$ xn))%'n, $k,l(x$ xn)& .

Because B 1
2
($k,lxn) does not intersect B 1

2
($K,Lxn) unless (k, l) = (K,L) mod I!, we

have that at every x " Xp,q, the above sum consists of only one term. Moreover, f#
n

is Morse on B 1
4
(xn) by construction.

In fact, by choosing 'n small enough, one can make sure that f#
n is Morse on the

entire union
'

1&i&n B 1
4
(xi). This is true because the collection of Morse functions is

open in the space of di!erentiable functions Cm
9'

1&i&n"1 B 1
4
(xi)

:
for m ( 2, see

[40].
By choosing 'n even smaller if necessary, we can also arrange that f#

n"1 $ f#
n has

a Cm(E(N))-norm less than 2!n#
(1+N2)2 . This implies that

||f $ f#
n||Cm(E(n)) *

(1$ 2"(n"1))%

(1 +N2)2
+

2"n%

(1 +N2)2
=

(1$ 2"n)%

(1 +N2)2
.
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The required f# is the limit f# := limn$% f#
n. Not only does this limit satisfy the

required estimates, but it also stabilizes pointwise, which shows that it is Morse.

We can now complete the proof of theorem 2.8.1:

Proof of theorem 2.8.1. We start by perturbing the Sj so that they satisfy a strict
monotonicity criterion. This will then allow us to perturb the potentials once more
without risking to destroy monotonicity condition D. Recall that Bp := p([0, 1]d)1Zd

is a fundamental domain of p. It has cardinality | det p |. Our first perturbation step
is now made by defining

;Sn
j (x) := Sj(x) +

1

n

"

i,k#j+Bp

(xk $ xi) arctan(xk $ xi) .

The strict monotonicity of the ;Sn
j follows because d2

dx2 (x arctanx) =
2

(1+x2)2 is strictly
positive. Hence,

#i,k ;Sn
j (x) * $ 1

n

2

(1 + (xi $ xk)2)2
< 0 for all i, k " j +Bp with i )= k .

By theorem 2.8.3, the periodic action 5Wn
p,q : Xp,q ! R defined by 5Wn

p,q(x) :=
!

j#Bp
;Sn
j (x) can now be perturbed into a $ -invariant Morse function Wn

p,q : Xp,q ! R
of the form

Wn
p,q(x) = 5Wn

p,q(x) + Fn(x) .

The perturbation Fn may be chosen so that it satisfies ||Fn||C2(Xp,q) * 1
n , Fn($k,lx) =

Fn(x) for all x " Xp,q and all k, l and |#i,kFn(x)| * 1
2n

1
(1+(xi"xk)2)2

.
For x : Zd ! R, let us denote by x|perj+Bp

the p-periodic extension of x|j+Bp defined

by
9
x|perj+Bj

:

i
= xk, where k " j+Bp is the unique element of j+Bp equal to i modulo

p(Zd). Then we can define, for each j " Zd the new local potential

Sn
j (x) := ;Sn

j (x) +
1

| det p |F
n
9
x|perj+Bp

:
.

We will now prove that these Sn
j satisfy all requirements of theorem 2.8.1.

In fact, condition A and requirement 2. hold true because the range of inter-
action of both the sum 1

2n

!
i,k#j+Bp

(xk $ xi) arctan(xk $ xi) and the perturbation

Fn
9
x|perj+Bp

:
do not exceed the bounded radius of Bp.

Condition B holds by definition. Condition C holds because x -! x arctanx is
nonnegative and |Fn(x)| is uniformly bounded. Condition D holds true because
#i,kSn

j (x) * #i,kSj(x), as is easy to check.
Requirement 3. holds because Wn

p,q(x) =
!

j#Bp
Sn
j (x) = 5Wn

p,q(x) + Fn(x) is a
Morse function by construction.

Requirement 4. and condition E are true because both | d
dxx arctanx| = | 1

1+x2 +
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arctanx| * 3 and | d2

dx2x arctanx| = | 2
(1+x2)2 | * 2 are uniformly bounded and

||Fn||C2(Xp,q) * 1
2n , so that ||#Sn

j $#Sj ||C1(RZd ) *
C
n for some constant C depending

on the dimension d, the periodicity p and the range of interaction r.
Similarly, requirement 5. holds true because

!
i,k#j+Bp

(xi $ xk) arctan(xi $ xk)

is uniformly bounded on Bp,q and |Fn(x)| * 1
2n uniformly on Xp,q.

2.8.2 Existence of periodic ghost circles for Morse actions
We will now show that when the local potentials Sj satisfy conditions A-E and are
chosen so that Wp,q : Xp,q ! R is a Morse function, then they admit a periodic ghost
circle " ' Xp,q. More precisely, we will prove the following:

Theorem 2.8.4. Let ! " Qd and let (p1, q1), . . . , (pd, qd) be principal periods for !.
Assume moreover that the local potentials Sj are chosen so that Wp,q : Xp,q ! R is a
Morse function. Then there exists a C1 ghost circle " ' Xp,q for the Sj. This ghost
circle includes all the global minimizers of Wp,q. It consists of stationary points of
index 0 and index 1 and heteroclinic orbits of the negative gradient flow.

The construction of this ghost circle is essentially the same as the construction in
dimension d = 1 provided by Golé [36]. We nevertheless decided to provide the
proofs.

To prove theorem 2.8.4, we need two lemmas and the following definition:

Definition 2.8.5. We say that x / y are consecutive index-0 stationary configurations
if there is no index-0 stationary configuration z with x / z / y.

It turns out that when Wp,q is a Morse function, then between consecutive index-0
stationary configurations we can find another critical point:

Lemma 2.8.6 (Mountain pass theorem). Assume that Wp,q : Xp,q ! R is Morse and
let x / y be two consecutive index-0 stationary configurations of $#Wp,q. Then there
is an index-1 stationary configuration z in between x and y.

Proof. We use a simple variant of the mountain pass theorem, see for instance [30],
section 8.5.1. For this purpose, we let C be the collection of curves from x to y lying
in the order interval K := [x, y], that is

C := {- : [0, 1] ! K | -(0) = x, -(1) = y and - is continuous} .

We now claim that there is a critical point z " K̊ for which Wp,q(z) = c, where

c := inf
(#C

max
0&t&1

Wp,q(-(t)) .

To prove our claim, let us define, for ) " R, the sub-levelsets

K) := {x " K | Wp,q(x) * )} .
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These K) are invariant under the forward flow of dx
dt = $#Wp,q(x). This is true

because K is invariant and because Wp,q is a Lyapunov function for the gradient flow.
Suppose now that there is no critical point x / z / y with Wp,q(z) = c. We will

show that this leads to a contradiction.
We first of all remark that, by the Morse lemma and the fact that x and y have

index 0, it holds that c > max{Wp,q(x),Wp,q(y)}. Thus, because there are only
finitely many critical points in K, and none of these except x and y lie in #K, there
exists an % > 0 so that the set Kc+#\Kc"# does not contain any critical points.

This in turn implies, by compactness, that there is a . > 0 so that ||#Wp,q||2 > .
on Kc+#\Kc"#/2. Hence, a solution curve t -! x(t) of the negative gradient flow
satisfies d

dtWp,q(x(t)) = $||#Wp,q(x(t))||2 < $. so long as x(t) " Kc+#\Kc"#/2. In
particular, there is a T > 0 for which #T (Kc+#) ' Kc"#/2.

At the same time, by definition of c, there exists a - " C with -([0, 1]) ' Kc+#.
The curve #T 3 - " C then lies entirely in Kc"#/2. This contradicts the definition of
c and hence there must be critical points x / z1, . . . , zm / y with Wp,q(zi) = c.

It remains to show that at least one of the zi has index one. In fact, the argument
is a bit subtle. We start by observing the following:

1. If x / zi / y is an index-0 critical point with Wp,q(zi) = c, then there are
'i,(i > 0 so that whenever - " C intersects B*i(z), then maxt#[0,1] Wp,q(-(t)) (
c+ (i.

2. If x / zi / y is an index-( 2 critical point with Wp,q(zi) = c, then there
is an 'i > 0 so that whenever - " C intersects B*i(zi), then - is homotopic
to a curve -̃ " C with the property that -̃ does not intersect B*i(zi), while
maxt#[0,1] Wp,q(-̃(t)) * maxt#[0,1] Wp,q(-(t)).

These statements are easy to prove in local Morse coordinates near the critical point
zi. At the same time, by compactness, we have that there exist %,.1,.2 > 0 so that
.1 < ||#Wp,q||2 < .2 on Kc+#\

#
Kc"#/2 4B+1/2(z1) 4 . . . 4B+m/2(zm)

$
. Using that

||dx(t)dt || = ||#Wp,q(x(t))|| and d
dtWp,q(x(t)) = $||#Wp,q(x(t))||2 for solutions of the

gradient flow, one can prove quite easily that this implies:

3. If t -! x(t) solves dx
dt = $#Wp,q(x) and Wp,q(x(0)) * c+% and x(0) /" B+1(z1)4

. . . 4 B+m(zm), then for 0 * t * T := min{(1, . . . ,(m}/27.2 one has that
x(t) /" 4m

i=1B+i/2(zi) and hence Wp,q(x(T )) * max{c$ %/2,Wp,q(x(0))$ T.1}.

We now use these facts as follows: Let us assume that none of the zi has index 1
and let -n " C be a sequence of curves with c * maxt#[0,1] Wp,q(-n(t)) * c + 1

n . By
property 1. we know that for large enough n, the curve -n does not intersects B*i(zi)
for any of the index-0 points zi. At the same time, by property 2. we may assume
that none of the -n intersects the B*i(zi) for any of the index-( 2 points zi. Property
3. then implies that for large enough n we have that (#T 3 -n)([0, 1]) ' Kc") for
some ) > 0. This contradicts the definition of c.

The next step is to show that the unstable manifold of the index-1 critical point z
of lemma 2.8.6 defines C1 ordered heteroclinic connections to its neighboring index-0
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critical points x and y. This result, in more generality, can also be found in [1], see
theorem 1 of Chapter 4.

Lemma 2.8.7. Let Wp,q : Xp,q ! R be Morse, let x / y be two consecutive index-
0 stationary configurations of Wp,q and let z be an index-1 stationary configuration
with x / z / y. Then the unstable manifold of z forms strictly ordered heteroclinic
connections from z to x and y.

Proof. We consider the linearization of the negative gradient vector field at z, given
by the matrix $D2Wp,q(z). The twist condition D and the bound on the second
derivatives E together guarantee that there exists a constant M > 0 so that the
symmetric matrix H := $D2Wp,q(z) + M Id is nonnegative and strictly positive on
its diagonal and its two o!-diagonals.

By the theorem of Perron-Frobenius, H then has to have a unique simple largest
eigenvalue &max + M " R+ and the corresponding eigenvector emax can be chosen
strictly positive. Because z is an index-1 point, &max is then the unique positive
eigenvalue of $D2Wp,q(z) and emax is its strictly positive eigenvector.

The unstable manifold Wu(z) of z is one-dimensional and at z it is tangent to
emax. In fact, it consists of z and two orbits of the negative gradient flow

'±(t) = z ± e'max·t emax + o(e'maxt) for t ! $+ .

In particular we see that close to z, the unstable manifold is strictly ordered, because
emax is strictly positive. Theorem 2.6.2 then implies that the entire Wu(z) is strictly
ordered. Thus, we see that there must be two critical points z" := limt$% '"(t) and
z+ := limt$% '+(t). We claim that z" = x and z+ = y.

To prove this, we will show that z" and z+ are index-0 critical points. Our claim
then follows because x * z" / z / z+ * y by monotonicity and because x and y
are consecutive index-0 points.

So let us consider the linearization matrix $D2Wp,q(z"). It also has a unique max-
imal eigenvalue &"

max and positive eigenvector e"max. We know that limt$% '"(t) = z"

and that '"(R) is strictly ordered. At the same time, because $D2Wp,q(z") is sym-
metric, e"max is perpendicular to all other eigenvectors of $D2Wp,q(z"), which implies
that none of these other eigenvectors lies in the positive or the negative quadrant. This
means that '"(t) has to approach z" tangent to e"max, that is

'"(t) = z" + e'
!
maxte"max + o(e'

!
maxt) for t ! + .

In particular, &"
max < 0. But &"

max is the maximal eigenvalue of $D2Wp,q(z"). This
means that all eigenvalues of D2Wp,q(z") are positive, i.e. that z" is an index-0
point.

A similar argument for z+ finishes the proof.

We conclude with a definition and then give the proof of theorem 2.8.4.

Definition 2.8.8. A nonempty and strictly ordered collection of configurations

C0 = {. . . , x"1 / x0 / x1 / . . .} ' Xp,q
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is called a maximal index-0 skeleton for the Morse function Wp,q if:

• it consists of index-0 critical points of Wp,q

• it is shift-invariant: for all x " C0 and (k, l) " Zd , Z, it holds that $k,lx " C0

• it is maximal: if y /" C0 is an index-0 point, then there is no i " Z with
xi / y / xi+1.

Proof of theorem 2.8.4. We remark that a maximal index-0 skeleton in general is not
unique, but it is not hard to see that a maximal index-0 skeleton exists if Wp,q is
Morse.

Indeed, one can construct one by starting with the strictly ordered, shift-invariant
collection C0

0 = {. . . , x̄"1, x̄0, x̄1, . . .} of all the global minimizers of Wp,q. We note
that C0

0 is discrete because Wp,q is a Morse function.
If there exists an index-0 point x /" C0

0 with the property that x̄i / x / x̄i for
some i, then one augments C0

0 by the $ -orbit of this x, thus obtaining the strictly
ordered, shift-invariant and discrete collection

C1
0 := C0

0 4 {$k,lx | (k, l) " Zd , Z} .

One keeps on adding $ -orbits of index-0 points this way. The Morse property of Wp,q

guarantees that the number of index-0 points between x̄0 and x̄0 + 1 is finite, which
implies that this process stops after finitely many steps.

The maximality of an index-0 maximal skeleton C0 = {. . . , x"1 / x0 / x1 / . . .}
just means that the pairs xi, xi+1 are consecutive index-0 points. The Mountain
Pass Lemma guarantees that between these consecutive elements, there is an index-1
critical point zi, while lemma 2.8.7 says that the unstable manifold of this zi defines
strictly ordered heteroclinic connections from zi to xi and xi+1.

If we choose the zi in such a way that C0 := {. . . , x"1 / z"1 / x0 / z0 / x1 /
z1 / . . .} is shift-invariant, then the union of C0 and these heteroclinic connections
is a ghost circle ". The construction above shows that " may be assumed to contain
all global minimizers of Wp,q.

It only remains to show that this " is C1. This is clear except at the critical
points. But in the proof of the lemma 2.8.7, we have seen that at the critical points,
the heteroclinic connections are tangent to the dominant eigenvector. This eigenvector
is simple and hence, " is C1 also at critical points.

2.9 Convergence of ghost circles
Section 2.8 was devoted to the construction of periodic ghost circles for action func-
tions that satisfy the Morse property. In this section we will prove the existence of
periodic ghost circles for arbitrary action functions. In turn, this will then imply the
existence of ghost circles with irrational rotation vectors. These results follow from
a compactness theorem for ghost circles that we will prove below. Before we can
formulate it, let us specify what it means for a sequence of ghost circles to converge:
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Definition 2.9.1. [Convergence of ghost circles] We say that a sequence of ghost circles
"n converges to a ghost circle "%, if for every " " R, the sequence of configurations
xn(") " "n defined by +0(xn(")) = " converges pointwise to the configuration x%(") "
"% defined by +0(x%(")) = ".

Thus, if "n ! "% as n ! + then "% consists of pointwise limits of elements of the
"n.

Before stating the most important results of this section, let us make a few simple
observations concerning convergence of ghost circles. First of all, one can observe
that if limn$% !n = !% and if a sequence of ghost circles "n ' B!n converges to
"%, then it must be true that "% ' B!" . This follows from the continuity of the
rotation vector as a function on B and the fact that the rotation vector of a ghost
circle is defined as the rotation vector of any of its elements.

The second remark is that if the "n ' B! are periodic ghost circles with the same
rational rotation vector, and "n ! "%, then "% ' B! is periodic as well. This
follows because B! is a closed subset of RZd

.
Our compactness result now is the following:

Theorem 2.9.2. Let !n " K ' Rd be a sequence of rotation vectors contained in a
compact set K and converging to !% " K ' Rd and let Sn

j : RZd ! R be a sequence
of local potentials such that #Sn

j converge to #S%
j uniformly in C1(RZd

). Finally, let
"n be a sequence of ghost circles for the Sn

j of rotation vector !n. Then there exists
a ghost circle "% for the S%

j of rotation vector !% and a subsequence {nj}%j=1 such
that limj$% "nj = "%.

If moreover limn$% Sn
j = S%

j uniformly in C0(BK) and if every "n contains a
global minimizer, then also "% contains a global minimizer.

Before proving this compactness result, let us formulate its two main implications:

Theorem 2.9.3. Let ! " Qd be arbitrary and let the local potentials Sj be given. Then
there exists a periodic ghost circle "! ' B! for the Sj. This "! may be chosen so
that it contains a global minimizer.

Proof. Given ! " Qd and any local potentials Sj , choose principal periods (p, q)
for !. By theorem 2.8.1 we can choose a sequence of local potentials Sn

j such
that limn$% #Sn

j = #Sj uniformly in C1(RZd

) and limn$% Sn
j = Sj uniformly

in C0(BK), while at the same time Wn
p,q : Xp,q ! R is a Morse function. Then, by

theorem 2.8.4, there is a ghost circle "n ' Bp,q = B! for the local potentials Sn
j that

contains a minimizer of Wn
p,q. By theorem 2.9.2, a subsequence of the "n converges

to a ghost circle "! ' Bp,q = B! for the local potentials Sj . By the second conclusion
of theorem 2.9.2, "! contains a global minimizer.

Theorem 2.9.4. Let ! " Rd\Qd and let the local potentials Sj be given. Then there
exists a ghost circle "! ' B! for the Sj. This "! may be chosen so that it contains
the entire Aubry-Mather set of rotation vector !.
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Proof. Given ! " Rd and local potentials Sj , choose a sequence !n " Qd such that
limn$% !n = !. By theorem 2.9.3, there is a periodic ghost circle "n ' B!n for the
local potentials Sj that contains at least one global minimizer. By theorem 2.9.2, a
subsequence of the "n converges to a ghost circle "! ' B!.

The requirement for the second conclusion of theorem 2.9.2 is trivially valid, so
that "! contains a global minimizer, say x. Being closed and shift-invariant, this
implies that "! contains the entire Aubry-Mather set M(x).

Before proving theorem 2.9.2, we remark that if "n is an arbitrary sequence of ghost
circles for the local potentials Sn

j and with rotation vectors !n in a compact set K,
then for every " " R the sequence of configurations xn(") " "n has a subsequence
that converges pointwise. This just follows from the compactness of BK 1 {x "
RZd | +0(x) = "}. The problem is to show that this subsequence can be chosen
independent of " and that the collection of limit configurations {limn$% xn(") | " " R}
forms a ghost circle for the Sj = limn$% Sn

j .

We will now make some preparations for the proof of theorem 2.9.2. To start with,
we define for a given ghost circle ", the map

T! : R ! " by T! := #"1 3 (+0|!)"1, that is:

T!
k (") :=

#
T!(")

$
k
=

#
+k 3#"1 3 (+0|!)"1

$
(") .

Here, #"1 : X ! X denotes the time-$1 flow of dx
dt = $#W (x). By theorem 2.5.4,

T! is a homeomorphism, being the composition of two homeomorphisms. Moreover,
it is “pointwise Lipschitz continuous”:

Lemma 2.9.5. Let K ' Rd be a compact set and " ' BK = 4!#KB! a ghost circle
with rotation vector ! " K for the local potentials Sj satisfying conditions A-E. Then,
for every k " Zd, there is a constant $||k|| > 0, depending only on K and ||k|| such
that &&T!

k (")$ T!
k (*)

&& * $||k|||" $ *|.

Proof. Let ", * " R and denote X = (+0|!)"1(") and Y = (+0|!)"1(*). Assume that
" < *, whence X / Y . Denote by #t the time-t flow of $#W , with W :=

!
j#Zd Sj .

Since " is forward and backward invariant under #, both #"1(X) and #"1(Y ) lie in
" and satisfy #"1(X) / #"1(Y ). Now we apply the parabolic Harnack inequality of
theorem 2.6.4 to t = 1, i = 0, x = #"1(X) and y = #"1(Y ), to find that there is an
L > 0 depending only on K and ||k|| such that

T!
k (*)$ T!

k (") = (#"1Y )k $ (#"1X)k * 1

L
(Y0 $X0) =

1

L
(* $ ") .

A similar argument in the case that " > * finishes the proof.

We remark here that we see no reason why the maps +k3(+0|!)"1 should be uniformly
Lipschitz continuous. This is why we study the maps +k 3#"1 3 (+0|!)"1 instead.
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Definition 2.9.6. We say that a sequence of maps Tn : R ! RZd

converges pointwise
uniformly to a map T% : R ! RZd

as n ! + if for every k " Zd the sequence of
maps Tn

k := +k 3 Tn : R ! R converges uniformly to T%
k := +k 3 T% as n ! +.

Corollary 2.9.7. Let K ' Rd be a compact set. Assume that for every n " N, we
are given a rotation vector !n " K, local potentials Sn

j satisfying conditions A-E and
ghost circles "n ' B!n for the local potentials Sn

j .
Then there is a subsequence {nj}j#N ' N with the property that the maps T!nj :

R ! R converge pointwise uniformly on R, say T!nj ! T% as j ! +. Each limit
map T%

k := +k 3 T% : R ! R, is non-decreasing, surjective and Lipschitz continuous.

Proof. Fix a k " Zd. By lemma 2.9.5, the maps T!n
k := +k 3 T!n are uniformly-in-n

Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant $||k||. Moreover, by the definition of
a ghost circle they are 1-periodic and increasing. To see that they are uniformly
bounded on compacts, we then just have to note that proposition 2.7.3 implies that
T!
0 (0) " [$1, 1], while lemma 2.3.5 and the fact that (#"1 3 (+!

0 )
"1)(") is a Birk-

ho! sequence then imply that T!
k (0) " [$2 $ ||K|| · ||k||, 2 + ||K|| · ||k||], where

||K|| := max!#K ||!||.
Thus, the theorem of Arzelà-Ascoli guarantees that there exists a uniformly con-

vergent subsequence T
nj,k

k ! T%
k for j ! +. Clearly, T%

k is nondecreasing and
Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant $||k||.

Let j -! kj ,N ! Zd be a denumeration of Zd. Then the diagonal sequence
{nj}j#N ' N defined by nj := nj,kj has the property that T!nj ! T% pointwise
uniformly as j ! +.

Theorem 2.9.8 (Convergence of ghost circles). Let "n be a sequence of ghost circles
for the local potentials Sn

j . Assume that there are local potential functions S%
j such

that #Sn
j ! #S%

j uniformly in C1(RZd

) and that the maps T!n converge pointwise
uniformly. Then there is a ghost circle "% for the local potentials S%

j such that
"n ! "% as n ! +.

Moreover, when "n contains a global minimizer xn and limn$% Sn
j = S%

j uni-
formly in C0(BK), then "% contains a global minimizer as well.

Theorem 2.9.2 now follows directly from corollary 2.9.7 and theorem 2.9.8.
Before we prove theorem 2.9.8, let us recall that if "% = limn$% "n exists, then

it must be equal to

"% := {x%(") := lim
n$%

xn(") pointwise | " " R} .

At this point, it is of course not clear whether the limit limn$% xn(") exists for every
" " R. To see that it does under the conditions of theorem 2.9.8, we note that
xn(") = #n

1 (T
n(")), so that

lim
n$%

xn(") = lim
n$%

#n
1 (T

n(")) exists and is equal to #%
1 (T%(")).
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This is true because on the one hand, according to corollary 2.5.9, #n
1 ! #%

1 uni-
formly in the topology of pointwise convergence, while on the other hand it holds that
for every " " R, the sequence of configurations T!n(") " B converges pointwise to
the configuration T%(") as n ! +, because T!n ! T% pointwise uniformly. Thus
we find that under the conditions of theorem 2.9.8, "% := limn$% "n ' B!" is well
defined and moreover that, if "% is a ghost circle, then T!" = T%.

We will now show that "% is in fact a ghost circle for the local potentials S%
j :

Proof of theorem 2.9.8. We first check that "% has the properties required for a ghost
circle:

1. Closedness: Let x%("m) " "% be a sequence of configurations that con-
verges pointwise. This implies that the "m converge, say to ". We now want
to show that limm$% x%("m) = x%(") " "% pointwise. This follows be-
cause limm$% x%("m) = limm$% #%

1 (T%("m)) = #%
1 (limm$% T%("m)) =

#%
1 (T%(")) = x%("). All these limits are pointwise. We have used that #%

1

is continuous for pointwise convergence and that limm$% T%("m) = T%(")
pointwise.

2. Connectedness: We note that "% = #%
1 (T%(R)), so it is the image under a

continuous map of a connected set, hence connected.

3. Strict ordering: Suppose " < *. Recall that T% is nondecreasing, so T%(") *
T%(*). We remark that T%(") cannot equal T%(*), because this would imply
that " = +0(x%(")) = +0(#%

1 (T%("))) = +0(#%
1 (T%(*)) = +0(x%(*)) = *.

Thus T%(") < T%(*).
The strict monotonicity of the negative gradient flow, then implies that x%(") =
#%

1 (T%(")) / #%
1 (T%(*)) = x%(*).

4. Shift-invariance: Let x% " "%, that is x% = limn$% xn with xn " "n and
+0(xn) = +0(x%). Let k " Zd and l " Z be given. We want to show that
$k,lx% " "%, that is we want to show that $k,lx% = limn$% yn with yn " "n

such that +0(yn) = +0($k,lx%). We prove this by writing

lim
n$%

($k,lx
% $ yn) = lim

n$%
($k,lx

% $ $k,lx
n) + lim

n$%
($k,lx

n $ yn)

and showing that both limits on the right hand side vanish.
The first limit is zero because, by lemma 2.5.3, $k,l is continuous in the topo-
logy of pointwise convergence. Thus we have that limn$% ($k,lx% $ $k,lxn) =
limn$% $k,0(x% $ xn) = 0.
For the second limit, we realize that $k,lxn " "n because "n is shift-invariant
and we observe that +0($k,lxn) = xn

k + l. Because T!n ! T% pointwise uni-
formly, we moreover know that limn$% T!n(xn

k + l) = T%(x%
k + l) pointwise.

Thus, by the uniform convergence of the #n
1 to #%

1 ,

lim
n$%

($k,lx
n) = lim

n$%
#n

1 (T
n(xn

k + l)) = #%
1 (T%(x%

k + l)) =

= lim
n$%

#%
1 (Tn(x%

k + l)) = lim
n$%

yn.
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5. Flow-invariance: This is proved in a similar way as shift-invariance. So, let
x% " "%, that is x% = limn$% xn with xn " "n and +0(xn) = +0(x%). Let
t " R be given. We want to show that #%

t x% " "%, that is we want to show
that #%

t x% = limn$% yn with yn " "n such that +0(yn) = +0(#%
t x%). We

prove this by writing

lim
n$%

(#%
t x% $ yn) = lim

n$%
(#%

t x% $#n
t x

n) + lim
n$%

(#n
t x

n $ yn)

and showing that both limits on the right hand side vanish.
The first limit is zero because, by theorem 2.5.4, #n

t converges to #%
t uniformly.

Thus we have that limn$% #n
t x

n = #%
t x%.

For the second limit, we realize that #n
t x

n " "n because "n is flow-invariant and
we observe that limn$% +0(#n

t x
n) = +0(#%

t (x%)) because +0 is continuous for
pointwise convergence. Because T!n ! T% pointwise uniformly, we therefore
know that limn$% T!n(+0(#%

t (xn))) = T%(+0(#%
t x%)) pointwise. Thus, by

the uniform convergence of the #n
1 to #%

1 ,

lim
n$%

#n
t x

n= lim
n$%

#n
1 (T

!n(+0(#
n
t x

n)))= lim
n$%

#%
1 (T!n(+0(#

%
t x%)))= lim

n$%
yn.

We finish the proof of theorem 2.9.8 by proving that when each "n contains a minim-
izer and limn$% Sn

j = S%
j uniformly in C0(BK), then also "% contains a minimizer:

Minimizing property: Suppose that every ghost circle "n contains a minimizer
xn = xn("n). This means that for every finite subset B ' Zd and every y : Zd ! R
with finite support in B̊(r) it holds that

Wn
B(x

n + y)$Wn
B(x

n) ( 0 , where Wn
B(x) :=

"

j#B

Sn
j (x) . (2.9.14)

By compactness of BK/Z, a subsequence of the xn("n) converges pointwise, say to
x% = limj$% xnj ("nj ). Moreover, limn$% Wn

B = W%
B uniformly in C0(BK). Taking

the limit of equation (2.9.14) as nj ! + then shows that W%
B (x%+y)$W%

B (x%) ( 0.
In other words, x% is a global minimizer.

It remains to prove that x% " "%. This holds because x% = limj$% xnj ("nj ) =
limj$% #n

1 (T
n("nj )) = #%

1 (T%("%)) = x%("%), where "% := limj$% "nj .

2.10 Gap solutions
In this final section we examine the situation that an Aubry-Mather set M(x) ' B!

has a gap, that is when there are elements y", y+ " M(x) with y" / y+ such that
[y", y+] does not contain any elements of M(x) other than y" and y+. This situation
occurs when ! " Qd or when ! " Rd\Qd and M(x) is a Cantor set.

The main result of this section is theorem 2.10.7 below, which states that either
[y", y+] admits a foliation by global minimizers, or there exists at least one stationary
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configuration z " [y", y+] that is not a global minimizer. This result is more precise
than the result of [27], that says that a gap must contain at least one stationary
solution. Moreover, the proof below is more geometric, as it makes use of ghost
circles.

We start with the following theorem, which is a refinement of a result by Moser
[64]. It says that when a gap admits a foliation by stationary points, then all of them
are minimizing. Recall that every Aubry-Mather set is contained in a ghost circle.

Theorem 2.10.1. Let [y", y+] be a gap in the Aubry-Mather set M(x) and let " be
a ghost circle so that M(x) ' ". If "[y!,y+] := " 1 [y", y+] consists of stationary
configurations only, then all of them are global minimizers.

Proof. Assume that "[y!,y+] consists of stationary points only but that w " "[y!,y+]

is not a global minimizer. Then there is a finite subset B ' Zd and a z " RZd

with supp(z) ' B̊(r) such that WB(w + z) < WB(w). Because the function z -!
WB(w + z) is coercive, it attains its minimum, let’s say at a Z with support in B̊(r).
By assumption Z )= 0. Let’s say there is an i " B̊(r) for which Zi > 0. In the case that
Zi < 0 the proof is similar. We now claim that Z can be chosen so that w+Z * y+.

To prove this claim, we remark that when m := min{w + Z, y+} and M :=
max{w+Z, y+}, then WB(w+Z) +WB(y+) ( WB(m) +WB(M), as in the proof of
lemma 2.4.4. Because both (w+Z)$m and y+ $M are supported in B̊(r) and both
w + Z and y+ minimize WB with respect to variations supported in B̊(r), it must
therefore hold that WB(w + Z) = WB(m) = WB(w +min{Z, y+ $ w}).

The next step is to define y := inf{ỹ " " | ỹ 0 w + Z}. Because w, y, y+ " ",
w + Z * y+ and Zi > 0, it now holds that w / y * y+. At the same time, because
" is connected, y touches w + Z. That is: there is an i " B̊(r) so that yi = wi + Zi,
while zk +Wk = zk < yk for all k /" B̊(r). We claim that this is impossible.

To prove this, choose such an i " B̊(r) at which yi = wi+Zi and a k " Zd for which
||i$ k|| = 1. Then, because y is a global stationary point and w+Z is stationary for
WB with respect to variations in B̊(r), it must be true that

0 = #iWB(y)$#iWB(w + Z) =
"

j#B,l#Zd

. 1

0
#i,lSj(ty + (1$ t)(w + Z))dt(yl $ wl $ Zl)

(
. 1

0
#i,kSi(ty + (1$ t)(w + Z)) dt · (yk $ wk $ Zk) .

Here, the inequality holds because yi $ wi $ Zi = 0 and #i,lSj * 0 when i )= l and
yl $ wl $ Zl ( 0 for all l. The twist condition that #i,kSi < 0 then guarantees that
yk = wk + Zk. By induction, one then finds that there is a k /" B̊(r) for which
yk = wk + Zk = wk. This is a contradiction.

We will now show that when "[y!,y+] does not consist of only stationary points, i.e.
minimizers, then it contains at least one non-minimizing stationary point. We do this
by finding a stationary point of a “renormalized action” function W[y!,y+] : [y

", y+] !
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[0,+). In order to define W[y!,y+], we need the following well-known technical result
that states, when applied to M = M(x), that the gaps of an Aubry-Mather set are
uniformly summable:

Theorem 2.10.2. Let M be any strictly ordered, shift-invariant collection of configur-
ations of rotation vector ! " Rd. Let x, y " M be so that x / y and assume that
there exists no z " M with x / z / y. Denote H! := {i " Zd | %!, i& " Z}. Then

"

i#Zd/H!

|yi $ xi| * 1 .

Proof. We start by remarking that our assumptions on M imply that x and y are
Birkho!. Now, let i and j be representatives of di!erent equivalent classes of Zd/H!

and let m,n " Z be arbitrary. Then, %!, j$ i&+m$n )= 0 and hence, by proposition
2.3.8, either $j"i,m"ny / y or $j"i,m"nx 0 x. In the first case, actually $j"i,m"ny *
x because there is no element of M between x and y. Evaluating the latter inequality
at i, we then obtain yj+m * xi+n. In the second case, one finds that $j"i,m"nx ( y,
whence xj+m ( yi+n. In both cases we find that (xj+m, yj+m)1(xi+n, yi+n) = 2.

For " " R, denote by ["] := max{n " Z | n * "} and define x̄ = infi(xi $ [xi]) "
[0, 1). Then, clearly xi $ [xi] ( x̄. We claim that yi $ [xi] * x̄ + 1. To prove
this, note that xi $ [xi] * xj $ [xj ] + 1 and hence, by the Birkho! property, x /
$j"ix+ [xi]$ [xj ] + 1. The assumption that x and y are consecutive elements of M
then implies that y * $j"ix+ [xi]$ [xj ] + 1, that is, yi $ [xi] * xj $ [xj ] + 1. Hence,
yi $ [xi] * x̄+ 1.

This yields, denoting by |A| the Lebesgue measure of a set A ' R:
"

i#Zd/H!

|yi $ xi| =
"

i#Zd/H!

|(xi $ [xi], yi $ [xi])| =

=

&&&&&&

<

i#Zd/H!

(xi $ [xi], yi $ [xi])

&&&&&&
* |(x̄, x̄+ 1)| = 1 .

For rationally independent rotation vectors, for which H! = {0}, theorem 2.10.2 was
stated for the first time by Moser [61].

For a gap [y", y+], with y", y+ " B!, let us define

[y", y+] := {y " [y", y+] | $k,ly = y if %!, k&+ l = 0}.

It is not hard to see that [y", y+] ' B!. Namely, when y" < y < y+ and %!, k&+l > 0,
then $k,ly > $k,ly" ( y+ > y, where the second inequality holds because [y", y+] is
a gap. Similarly, $k,ly < y when %!, k& + l < 0. Hence, y is Birkho! once $k,ly = y
for all k, l with %!, k& + l = 0. We are now ready to define the renormalized action
function:
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Definition 2.10.3. When [y", y+] is a gap, we define W[y!,y+] : [y", y+] ! [0,+) by

W[y!,y+](y) :=
"

j#Zd/H!

#
Sj(y)$ Sj(y

")
$
.

Proposition 2.10.4. For every y " [y", y+], the sum W[y!,y+](y) is absolutely conver-
gent. Moreover, W[y!,y+] is continuous with respect to pointwise convergence.
Proof. The compactness of B! implies that there is a constant D > 0 so that |#kSj | *
D uniformly on [y", y+]. Thus, we compute that for y1, y2 " [y", y+],

|W[y!,y+](y
1)$W[y!,y+](y

2)| *
"

j#Zd/H!

|Sj(y
1)$ Sj(y

2)| *

"

j#Zd/H!

"

||k"j||&r

&&&&
. 1

0
#kSj(ty

1 + (1$ t)y2) dt

&&&& |y
1
k $ y2k| * (2r + 1)dD

"

k#Zd/H!

|y1k $ y2k| .

First of all, this implies that W[y!,y+](y) is well-defined and converges absolutely for
y " [y", y+], because W[y!,y+](y

") = 0, by definition, and
!

k#Zd/H!
|yk $ y"k | * 1

by theorem 2.10.2.
Secondly, it is now clear that W[y!,y+] is continuous for pointwise convergence,

because when yn " [y", y+] is a sequence of configurationsconverging pointwise, say
to y%, then limn$%

!
j#Zd/H!

|ynj $ y%j | = 0, as is quite easy to prove, so that
limn$% W[y!,y+](y

n) = W[y!,y+](y
%).

The next result is harder to prove:
Theorem 2.10.5. We have W[y!,y+] ( 0. Moreover, if a configuration y " [y", y+]
is a global minimizer, then W[y!,y+](y) = 0. In particular, W[y!,y+](y

") =
W[y!,y+](y

+) = 0.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of theorem 2.4.9. We will sketch
it here.

In fact, we will show that when y1, y2 " [y", y+] and y1 is a global minimizer,
then W[y!,y+](y

1) * W[y!,y+](y
2). Applied to y1 = y", this shows that W[y!,y+] ( 0,

whereas when applied to y2 = y", it shows that W[y!,y+](y) = 0 if y is a global
minimizer.

So let y1, y2 " [y", y+] and suppose that % := W[y!,y+](y
1)$W[y!,y+](y

2) > 0. It
su"ces to show that this implies that y1 is not a global minimizer. To prove this, let
(p1, q1), . . . , (pc, qc) be principal periods for ! and let Bp ' Zd be the fundamental
domain for Zd/H! defined by

Bp := {i " Zd | 0 * %i, pj& < 1 for all 1 * j * c } .

Then W[y!,y+] = WBp

&&
[y!,y+]

and WnBp(y
1)$WnBp(y

2) = % · nc.
Now define for every n > r + 2 the configuration yn " [y", y+] by

yni :=

%
y2i if i " B̊(r)

np ,
y1i otherwise.
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Then yn $ y1 is clearly supported in the r-interior of Bnp and it is not too hard to
show, using the compactness of [y", y+], the uniform l1-bound on [y", y+] and the
argument of theorem 2.4.9, that there is a constant E > 0 so that

WnBp(y
1)$WnBp(y

n)=WnBp(y
1)$WnBp(y

2)+WnBp(y
2)$WnBp(y

n)>%·nc$E·nc"1.

This means that y1 is not a global minimizer.

One can in fact also prove a variant of theorem 2.4.8 that says that if W[y!,y+](y) = 0,
then y is a global minimizer. Since we do not need this result in this chapter, we will
not prove it here.

Recall that both [y", y+] and [y", y+] are invariant under the forward flow of
the negative gradient vector field $#W . But a ghost circle is also invariant under
the backward flow. This implies that, if " is a ghost circle and y", y+ " " are the
endpoints of a gap in an Aubry-Mather set contained in ", then "[y!,y+] is both
forward and backward invariant under the negative gradient flow. In order to prove
that y" and y+ are not the only fixed points in [y", y+], we will now show that
W[y!,y+] acts as a Lyapunov function:

Lemma 2.10.6. Let y " "[y!,y+] and denote by t -! #t the flow of $#W . Then
t -! W[y!,y+](#ty) is continuously di!erentiable and

d

dt

&&&&
t=0

W[y!,y+](#ty) = $
"

i#Zd/H!

(#iW (y))2 .

Proof. Let us denote, for convenience, ||#W (y)||2 :=
!

i#Zd/H!
(#iW (y))2. We will

begin by showing that the function y -! ||#W (y)||2 is absolutely convergent and
continuous on [y", y+]. This is proved by interpolation, as in the proof of proposition
2.10.4. More precisely, if |#iSj | * D and |#i,kSj | * C uniformly on [y", y+], then
|#iW | * (2r + 1)dD, so that

&&||#W (y1)||2 $ ||#W (y2)||2
&& *

"

i#Zd/H!

|#iW (y1) + #iW (y2)| · |#iW (y1)$ #iW (y2)|

*
"

i#Zd/H!

2(2r + 1)dD
"

||j"i||&r

"

||k"j||&r

&&&&
. 1

0
#i,kSj($y

1+(1$ $)y2)d$

&&&& · |y
1
k $ y2k|

* 2CD(2r + 1)3d
"

k#Zd/H!

|y1k $ y2k| .

Applied to y1 = y" and y2 = y and combined with theorem 2.10.2, this implies that
||#W (y)||2 is absolutely convergent, because ||#W (y")||2 = 0. The continuity for
pointwise convergence follows from the argument given in proposition 2.10.4. In par-
ticular, we now know that t -! $||#W (#ty)||2 is continuous, being the composition
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of two continuous functions.
The next step is to denote y(t) := #ty, for y " "[y!,y+], and to observe that

Sj(y(t))$ Sj(y) =

. t

0

d

d$
Sj(y($))d$ = $

"

||k"j||&r

. t

0
#kSj(y($)) · #kW (y($))d$.

Summing this over j " Zd/H!, we obtain because of the absolute convergence, that

W[y!,y+](y(t))$W[y!,y+](y) = $
. t

0
||#W (y($))||2d$.

In particular, because the integrand is continuous, we find that
d
dt

&&
t=0

W[y!,y+](#ty) = limt$0
1
t

6 t
0 ||#W (y($))||2d$ = $||#W (y)||2.

Proposition 2.10.4 and lemma 2.10.6 combined now lead to the main result of this
section:

Theorem 2.10.7. Let [y", y+] be a gap in the Aubry-Mather set M(x) and let " be a
ghost circle so that M(x) ' ". Then either "[y!,y+] = " 1 [y", y+] consists of global
minimizers only, or there is at least one stationary point y " "[y!,y+] that is not a
global minimizer.

Proof. By proposition 2.10.4, we have that W[y!,y+] ( 0. When W[y!,y+]

&&
![y!,y+] . 0,

then the flow-invariance of "[y!,y+] implies that W[y!,y+](#ty) = 0 for all y " "[y!,y+]

and all t " R. By proposition 2.10.6, we then have that ||#W (y)||2 = 0. That is,
"[y!,y+] consists of stationary points only, and hence by theorem 2.10.1, it consists of
global minimizers only.

Because "[y!,y+] is compact and W[y!,y+] is continuous, the other possibility is
that W[y!,y+]

&&
![y!,y+] assumes a positive maximum at some point y " "[y!,y+] with

y" / y / y+. Proposition 2.10.4 implies that this y is not a global minimizer. It
is clearly stationary though: if not, then ||#W (y)||2 > 0, so that by continuity of
t -! ||#W (#ty)||2, we have for each t < 0 that

W[y!,y+](#ty)$W[y!,y+](y) = $
. t

0
||#W (#&y)||2d$ > 0.

Because #ty " "[y!,y+], this contradicts that y is a maximizer of W[y!,y+]

&&
![y!,y+] .

At this moment it is unclear to us whether a gap in an Aubry-Mather set can be
foliated by stationary points - which therefore all have to be nonrecurrent global
minimizers.
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2.A Appendix: Uniqueness of the Aubry-Mather set
This appendix is devoted to the proof of the statements made in remark 2.4.17 and it
uses the results from section 2.4 extensively. More precisely, we will show in propos-
ition 2.A.6 that any two recurrent global minimizers of the same irrational rotation
vector ! are ordered. This will imply that the Aubry-Mather set M(x) (see Theorem
2.4.16), depends only on the rotation vector ! " Rd\Qd, and not on the global min-
imizer x. Furthermore, we will show that all rationally independent global minimizers
of rotation vector ! are ordered.

Let us recall that a configuration x " B! is called recurrent, if x = inf{$k,lx 0 x},
or x = sup{$k,lx / x}. The set of recurrent global minimizers with rotation vector
! is denoted by Mrec

! .
We start by the following lemma, which shows that if recurrent global minimizers

of the same rotation vector cross, they cross in every ball of a large enough radius.

Lemma 2.A.1. Let us denote for every j " Zd by Br(j) := {i " Zd | |i $ j|1 * r}
the ball of radius r about j and let us assume that x, y " Mrec

! with x )= y are not
ordered. Then there exists an integer c > 0, such that for any ball Br(j) ' Zd with
radius r > c, there exists an i " Br(j), such that (yj $ xj)(yi $ xi) < 0.

Proof. If the lemma does not hold, there exists a sequence of indices jn and corres-
ponding balls Bjn(n) such that for every i " Bjn(n), yi > xi. It then holds for all
n " N that $jn,0y > $jn,0x on B0(n). By defining kn " Z such that xjn + kn " [0, 1]
and by compactness of B!/Z, we may assume, by going twice to a subsequence, that
$jn,knx ! x̄ " M(x) and that $jn,kny ! ȳ " M(y), such that it holds ȳ ( x̄.

Let us assume that x = x+ = inf{$k,lx 0 x} and that y = y+, and note that a
similar proof works for the other cases. By proposition 2.4.15, there is a decreasing
sequence $kn,ln x̄ 8 x. Moreover, since y+ = y, it follows that $kn,ln ȳ 8 y and since
ȳ ( x̄ it holds that y ( x.

For every finite B ' Zd we define the set of variations supported in B̊(r) by
VB := {v " RZd | supp(v) ' B̊(r)}.

Lemma 2.A.2. For any configuration x and for any finite B ' Zd, the expression
DB(x) := sup{WB(x) $ WB(x + v) | v " VB} defines a function that is continuous
with respect to the product topology.

Proof. Notice that by definition of global minimizers, DB(x) = 0 if x is a global
minimizer.

For every x " RZd

, it holds by coercivity and periodicity of Si that the C2 function
WB(x + ·) : VB ! R is coercive, i.e., lim|v|B$% WB(x + v) = +. Hence it attains a
minimum m(x) " R for a variation vmin(x). In particular, DB(x) = WB(x)$WB(x+
vmin(x)) is a function. Define m(x) := WB(x+ vmin(x)).

Let us define the norm | · |B by |x|B :=
!

i#B |xi|. Observe that for B,(x) := {y "
RZd | |x$y|B * /}, |WB(B,(x))| ' [0,K], for some K > 0, because B,(x) is compact
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for | · |B and WB depends only on coordinates with indices in B. It is not di"cult to
see that for every y " B,(x), |vmin(y)|B * R for some R > 0.

The set B,+R(x) contains all the minimizers vmin(y) of WB(y + ·), for every y "
B,(x). The uniform continuity of WB on B,+R(x) implies for every small enough
% > 0 that there exists a ) > 0 (with ) < r), such that it holds for all w, z " B,+R(x)
that if |w $ z|B < ), then |WB(w)$WB(z)| < %.

Let us assume that for a particular y " B,(x) with |y $ x|B < ), m(y) ( m(x).
Then it holds that |WB(y + vmin(x))$m(x)| < %. On the other hand, since WB(y +
vmin(x)) ( m(y) ( m(x), we can conclude that % > WB(y + vmin(x)) $ m(x) (
m(y) $ m(x) ( 0. An equivalent inequality in case of m(x) ( m(y) shows that for
every y " B)(x), |m(x)$m(y)| < %.

Hence, if xn ! x in the product topology, then |xn $ x|B ! 0, so by the argu-
mentation above, m(xn) ! m(x) which implies that DB(xn) ! DB(x).

Observe that a configuration x is a global minimizer if and only if for every fi-
nite B ' Zd, DB(x) = 0. In particular, if x, y " Mrec

! are not ordered, then
by lemma 2.A.1 x and y are not ordered on every finite ball Br(j) with radius
r > R, for some positive R > 0. In other words, max(x, y)|Br(j) )= x|Br(j) and
max(x, y)|Br(j) )= y|Br(j). Since minimizers of WBr(j) cannot touch, this means that
DBr(j)(max(x, y)) > 0 and DBr(j)(min(x, y)) > 0. In fact, because x and y are
recurrent, we can prove the following uniform version of these estimates.

Lemma 2.A.3. Let x, y and c be as in lemma 2.A.1. Then there exists a constant
% > 0, such that for every r > c,

DBr(j)(max(x, y)) > % and DBr(j)(min(x, y)) > %.

Proof. Assume not. Than there exists a sequence of indices jn, such that
DBr(jn)(max(x, y)) < 1

n .
As in the proof of lemma 2.A.1, we can find a subsequence such that $jnl

,knl
x !

x̄ " Mrec
! and $jnl

,knl
y ! ȳ " Mrec

! . Then by lemma 2.A.2, DBr(0)(max(x̄, ȳ)) = 0,
so x̄ and ȳ are ordered on Br(0) and by lemma 2.A.1 they are ordered everywhere.

Without loss of generality, assume that ȳ ( x̄. Then we are in the situation of the
proof of lemma 2.A.1, which shows that ȳ ( x̄ implies y ( x, a contradiction.

An equivalent proof shows the statement for min(x, y).

The following lemma is a consequence of lemma 2.A.3 together with an estimate
for a number of disjoint balls r > c that can fit into a larger ball.

Lemma 2.A.4. There exists a constant ) > 0 and a constant r̄ > c, such that it holds
for all r ( r̄ that

DBr(0)(max(x, y)) > )rd and DBr(0)(min(x, y)) > )rd.
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Proof. Recall that the norm on Zd that we are working with, is the l1 norm. We want
to give a bound on the number N of disjoint balls of radius c that fit into Br(0) for
r > c. It holds for any ei " Zd with |ei| = 1, that Bc(3cei) 1Bc(0) = !, so

N := #{Bc(i) ' Br(0) | Bc(i) 1Bc(j) = ! if i )= j} ( #{3cZd 1Br(0)}.

Let Qr := [0, rei], ..., [0, red] 1 Zd. Then

N ( #{3cZd 1Qr} (
/
r $ 3c

3c

0d

.

For r > r̄ large enough, there exists a constant C, such that
#
r"3c
3c

$d ( Crd.
Invoking lemma 2.A.3, this leads to GBr(0)(max(x, y)) > N% ( )rd with ) = C% and
the same for min(x, y).

On the other hand, the following lemma gives a bound on the action for two
"close" sequences.

Lemma 2.A.5. There exist constants k > 0 and * > 0 such that the following holds for
every r > k. If z, z̄ " B! are two configurations with z|B̊r(0)

= z̄|B̊r(0)
and |zj$z̄j | * 2

for all j, then |WBr(0)(z)$WBr(0)(z̄)| * *rd"1.

Proof. Compute

|WBr(0)(z)$WBr(0)(z̄)| *
"

i#-Br(0)

"

j#BR(i)

. 1

0
|#jSi(tz + (1$ t)z̄)|dt|zj $ z̄j | *

* 2
"

i#-Br(0)

"

l#BR(0)

. 1

0
|#lS0($"i,0(tz + (1$ t)z̄))|dt * M#[#Br(0)],

where we use the fact that |zj $ z̄j | * 2 and that S0 is periodic. We can estimate
#[#Br(0)] = #[Br(0)] $ #[Br"R(0)] * |Br+C(0)| $| Br"R"C(0)| for some constant
C large enough to relate the volume to the number of lattice points. The volume of
Br(0) can be computed by using the fact that the volume under the d$1-dimensional
simplex is 1

d! , so |Br(0)| = (2r)d

d! and

|WBr(0)(z)$WBr(0)(z̄)| *
(2(r + C))d

d!
$ (2(r $ C $R))d

d!
= Cd+Cd"1r

d"1+ ...+C0

which finishes the proof.

Now we have all the tools,to prove the following proposition, which was announced
at the beginning of this appendix.

Proposition 2.A.6. Let x )= y " Mrec
! . Then x / y or y / x.
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Proof. Assume that r > max{k, r̄} and define for every Br(0) ' Zd the configurations
Mr and mr by

Mr
i :=

%
max{xi, yi} if i " B̊r(0),
xi if i /" B̊r(0),

and mr
i :=

%
min{xi, yi} if i " B̊r(0),
yi if i /" B̊r(0).

Then Mr is a variation of x with support in B̊r(0) and so WBr(0)(M
r) ( WBr(0)(x)

and similarly WBr(0)(m
r) ( WBr(0)(y).

By applying lemma 2.A.5 to Mr and max{x, y}, or to mr and min{x, y}, we get

WBr(0)(max{x, y})$WBr(0)(M
r) = O(rd"1) and

WBr(0)(min{x, y})$WBr(0)(m
r) = O(rd"1).

Denote by vrmax " VBr(0) the configuration that realizes DBr(0)(max{x, y}) =
WBr(0)(max{x, y})$WBr(0)(v

r
max). Then it follows that

WBr(0)(max{x, y})$WBr(0)(M
r) = DBr(0)(max{x, y})+WBr(0)(v

r
max)$WBr(0)(M

r)

and since by lemma 2.A.4 DBr(0)(max{x, y}) = O(rd), it must hold that also
WBr(0)(M

r) $ WBr(0)(v
r
max) = O(rd). Moreover, since DBr(0)(max{x, y}) > 0, it

must hold for large enough r that WBr(0)(M
r)$WBr(0)(v

r
max) > 0.

But then for large r, by definition also

WBr(0)(M
r)$WBr(0)(x) = DBr(0)(M

r) ( WBr(0)(M
r)$WBr(0)(v

r
max) = O(rd)

with WBr(0)(M
r)$WBr(0)(x) > 0. Applying lemma 2.A.5, to Mr and max{x, y} we

get
0 < WBr(0)(max{x, y})$WBr(0)(x) = O(rd).

Similarly, by going through the arguments above for mr and min{x, y}, it must
hold that

0 < WBr(0)(min{x, y})$WBr(0)(y) = O(rd).

By summing the inequalities above, we obtain

WBr(0)(min{x, y}) +WBr(0)(max{x, y}) + |O(rd)| < WBr(0)(y) +WBr(0)(x).

The contradiction now arises for large r similarly as in Aubry’s lemma, whereby the
argument is similar as in theorem 2.6.5. Roughly speaking, because x and y are
uniformly close, changing min{x, y} and max{x, y} to variations of x and y with
support in B̊r(0) is of order O(rd"1), which gets overpowered by |O(rd)| for large
enough r. Hence, these variations must have a smaller action WBr(0) than x and y,
which is a contradiction to the definition of global minimizers.

With proposition 2.A.6 we can now prove the main theorem of this section, ex-
plaining that an Aubry-Mather set M(x) does not depend on x, but only on the
rotation vector ! = /(x).
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Theorem 2.A.7. For every ! " Rd\Qd and any global minimizer x " B!, M(x) =
Mrec

! is the unique Aubry-Mather set of rotation vector !.

Proof. First of all, it is clear that M(x) ' Mrec
! by definition. To show the other

inclusion, let y " Mrec
! . By proposition 2.A.6 it follows that M(x) 4 M(y) is a

totally ordered set. In particular, the proof of proposition 2.4.15 applies, showing
that y " M(x), so M(x) = M(y) by uniqueness from theorem 2.4.16.

We still need to show that Mrec
! is closed. For this, we may apply the proof

of proposition 2.4.15 and the argumentation from the last paragraph of the proof
of theorem 2.4.16. From there it follows for any global minimizer y " Mrec

! that
y " M(x).

As a consequence of theorem 2.A.7, the following surprising theorem can easily be
proved.

Theorem 2.A.8. For any rotation vector ! " R, the collection of maximally periodic
global minimizers is ordered.

Proof. Let x, y be two maximally periodic global minimizers with ! " Rd. It was
already discussed in section 2.4.1 that for the rational case ! " Qd, the statement is
true.

Next, assume ! " Rd\Qd and that x and y are not ordered. Then by proposition
2.A.6, we may assume that x /" Mrec

! , so that there exist the configurations x+, x" "
M(x) = Mrec

! , with x" < x < x+. Since x+, x" " Mrec
! = M(y) and x and y are

not ordered, it must hold that x" < y < x+.
Recall from section 2.10 that the space B! = {x " B! | $k,lx = x when %k,!&+ l =

0} is invariant under the gradient flow and since Mrec
! ' B! is closed and $ -invariant

the summability condition from theorem 2.10.2 on the space [x", x+] := B!1 [x", x+]
holds.

In particular, recall the definition 2.10.3 of the function W[x!,x+], which is well
defined by proposition 2.10.4. It is a non-negative function and it must hold by
theorem 2.10.5 that W[x!,x+](x) = W[x!,x+](y) = 0, since x and y are global mi-
nimizers. By Aubry’s Lemma, W[x!,x+](x) + W[x!,x+](y) ( W[x!,x+](max{x, y}) +
W[x!,x+](min{x, y}), so W[x!,x+](max{x, y}) = 0 must hold.

On the other hand, since x and y are global minimizers and max{x, y} > x and
max{x, y} > y, it follows by the elliptic Harnack inequality that max{x, y} is not a sta-
tionary configuration, so also not a minimizer with respect to variations with compact
support in Zd/I!. Thus it must hold that either max{x, y} 0 x or max{x, y} 0 y,
and in particular x and y are ordered.
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